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We Pay the Piper
crisis in Greece and the
eastern Mediterranean, throwing into glaring relief the bankruptcy of the British Empire, has
confronted the United States with
its most serious problem of foreign
policy since before the war. We
have sown the wind of Russian appeasement in an unbroken series
of concessions to Stalin which, in
retrospect, seem to border on political lunacy. Now we are reaping the whirlwind of unbridled
Soviet aggression and expansionism which may conceivably catapult us into another war. We are
now plucking the fruit of the wartime diplomacy of Mr. Roosevelt, whose benefactions to Soviet
Russia have now placed that nation in a position incomparably
stronger and more menacing than
that of Nazi Germany at its ze-
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nith. This was the foreign policy,
it will be remembered, which was
deemed to be indispensable to
the peace and security of our nation. The secret commitments
which were made in such profusion, and which are now successively coming to light, have succeeded not in making the world
safe for the four freedoms, but
only for Russian barbarism.
Thanks to this type of leadership, we have too long been dancing to the Russian tune. Now the
time of ret:koning has come, and
we must pay the piper. The initial
bill of $4oo,ooo,ooo for Greece and
Turkey is obviously only the beginning.
There is, however, no alternative. If the world is to be kept at
least partially free, the democracies must take their stand now
and say to the new forces of tyran-
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ny: "Thus far you shall go, and
no farther!" If in 1940 the American frontier was on the Rhine,
today that frontier is at the Dardanelles. We are caught in the
clutches of inexorable circumstance, and now it is too late for
our nation to turn back. Having
chosen the course of internationalism, we must now follow it to
its logical conclusion.

High Tariffs or Competition
a Congressman from
Wyoming made the announcement that he would seek
to have the tariff on foreign wool
and wool products increased by
15 per cent in order to protect
our wool industry from disastrous
foreign competition.
It is true that a lower living
standard, lower wages and longer
hours may enable other countries
to manufacture products more
cheaply than they can be produced in the United States, where
high wages and short hours are
the rule. On the other hand, the
American technique of mass production in order to lower the cost
in many cases has enabled U. S.
manufacturers to compete with a
better product at a lower cost
than that imported from foreign
factories.
In this country it has been com-
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petition in a market with a minimum of control which has kept
standards high and prices low.
We wonder whether this same
principle will not work in foreign competition. We wonder
whether high tariffs are really necessary to "save" home industry or
whether· they may be more truly
represented as an instrument only
to guarantee higher profits, with
the consumer as the loser.
If it can be shown that foreign
competition is the threat which
politicians needled by greedy constituents often make it out to be,
then a restrictive tariff serves as
a legitimate safeguard. We, however, cannot believe that American industry with its inventive
genius and industrial skill need
be afraid of foreign competition.
What if foreign manufacturers do
have less overhead? Cannot American industry produce more and
better goods at lower cost with
the facilities at their disposal, despite their higher wages and higher overhead?
The tariff seems a poor way to
safeguard industry. It safeguards
prices, perhaps, and profits, but
little else. Because of it vast markets go begging and the selfish
producer in the end finds that his
very greediness has shut the door
to greater profits than his tariffrestricted market could ever gain
for him.
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Child Neurotics

IT

HAS always been quite gener. ally believed that psychopathic
disturbances were chiefly confined
to men and women of mature age.
But the Bureau of Census has released a report which reveals that
mental disturbances have reached
alarming proportions among the
Yery young. Each year, they estimate, 84o,ooo children become
markedly neurotic behavior problems. One thousand children un~er !5 ~re annually sent to public
IJ'nstitutlons for the insane. At
least 30 under the age of IO kill
themselves every year.
Hand in hand with this disturbing condition goes a shocking
inadequacy for the treatment of
children thus afflicted. While soo,ooo beds are provided for adult
mental cases, there are no more
than 300 for children. Many states
have mixed young patients with
adult insane in their state hos·
pi~als .. There. are only 250 psychiatnsts equipped to serve children who are deranged. And private care is far too expensive to
serve all but a very few.
It has not been until recent
years that an adequate survey of
these conditions could be made.
Therefore it is impossible to know
just how many more child neur?tics or less are found in any
given area today than were present formerly. Indeed, the whole
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science of psychiatry itself is still
in very much of a formative and
experimental stage. Undoubtedly
there have always been a great
many child neurotics whose mental disturbance went unnoticed
or undiagnosed in its early stages.
The proverbial harshness of former generations no doubt produ.ced as many mental qu.irks in
children then as the proverbial
indifference and lack of restraint
does now.
It is a pitiful thing to contemplate the blight laid upon the
happiness of childhood by the
warping of developing minds
through the misguided zeal or indifference found in the family circle. Parents whose strictness is not
tempered with love and understanding and patience are just as
capable of producing a neurosis
in their children as those who
out of indifference or very much
on purpose, permit their children
to develop without any restraint
or guidance whatever. And how
many of the sick young minds
cannot be laid at the door of the
divorce mill which deprives many
a child of the proper home environment and the care and guidance which only both of its real
parents can give.
The annual dread harvest of
child neurotics· is telling testimony that parenthood imposes a
responsibility of the highest order
and calls for an unusual measure
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of those fundamental virtues without which no society can prosper
and endure.

The 1946 Accident Toll
National Safety Council rethat last year 1oo,ooo
persons lost their lives and that
in addition millions of people
were injured as the result of accidents. The economic loss in
wages, medical expense, and damage to equipment and property
is estimated to be in excess of
$5,ooo,ooo.
A classification of the accidents
showed that the greatest number
of casualties occurred in the home,
that mdtor traffic deaths ran a
close second, and that occupational fatalities were third in line.
Major causes of accidental deaths
were listed in the following order: falls, burns, drownings, and
fire-arms mishaps.
The 1946 accident toll showed
an increase over that of 1945 especially in the motor traffic fatalities. This situation presents a sad
picture on the American scene.
Our nation would have risen in
arms if an invading foe had taken
the lives of 1oo,ooo of our citizens
last year; or our government
would have taken drastic measures if an epidemic had caused
the death of 275 persons per day.
Accidents are regarded as pre·
HE

T ports

ventable occurrences. Our high
accident toll reflects an inexcusable carelessness among our citizenry. It justifies every effort in
the direction of accident prevention. The endeavors of the national and local safety councils
merit the whole-hearted support
of the public. The emphasis on
accident prevention in our schools
must not be decreased, for education is perhaps our most effective means to combat an evil, the
roots of which (alcoholism, speed
mania, lack of responsibility for
one's own or others' well-being)
strike deep into our culture.

Religion in the Public Schools
Supreme Court reT centlyIllinois
reaffirmed the ChamHE

paign County Circuit Court dismissal of a suit brought by Mrs.
Vashti McCollum of Champaign.
In its decision the Court stated:
"Such classes (nonsectarian religious instruction had been sponsored for six years in the Champaign schools) do not violate the
freedom of conscience of any individual or group so long as the
classes are conducted upon a purely voluntary basis."
The Court commented further:
"Our government very wisely refuses to recognize a specific religion but this cannot mean that
the government does not recog-
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nize or subscribe to religious
ideals.
"To deny the existence of religious motivation is to deny the
inspiration and authority of the
Constitution itself."
"\1\Te believe the Court's decision
was not only well-considered, but
in full keeping with the traditional stand of our government
on this question. Commenting on
this whole question of Bible reading in the public schools, THE
CRESSET, January, 1943, brought
the following quotation from an
essay by the late Prof. C. H. R.
Lange, which is worthy of repetition and consideration:
The sovereignty of God is acknowledged on the part of man by the fact
that (in the State) right shall prevail
and wrong shall be punished: therefore the foundation and preservation
of every State presupposes religion in
its members .... \Vithout religion no
State can exist. By "religion" is meant
natural religion, i.e., the acknowledgment that there is a God, an eternal
life, and an impending retribution.
vVithout this there can be no concept of right and wrong, for the
eternal Law of God, which is heard
in the voice of the conscience, is the
foundation of the positive law of the
State or stands in relation to it . . . .
The Christian religion is the dominant religion in our land. . . . It is
the duty of every Christian in our
country, '\·vho as a citizen ought to
seek the best interests of the nation
. . to keep the schools of the State
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under Protestant influence; not to let
the Bible, as the religious book on
which oaths are taken and with
which every citizen of the State ought
to be acquainted, be forced out of
the schools of the State; and to support with all lawful means, everything that is necessary for the strengthening . of the dominant religion and
the public morality demanded by it.

Exit Capone
they tell me you are crooked and I answer: Yes} it is
true I have seen the gunman kill
and go free to kill again.
AI Capone was living testimony
to the fact that there was more
truth than poetry in Sandburg's
Chicago.
A Neapolitan by birth, he came
to Chicago via Brooklyn. In Chicago AI prospered. He rapid! y
progressed from petty "speakeasy"
operator to the overlordship of
Chicago's gambling, prostitution,
and bootlegging. The immoral
decade of an amoral age made
Al's rise easy. Occasionally a rival
racketeer would furnish opposition. But the violent passing of
Dion O'Banion and the St. Valentine's Day Massacre discouraged
opposition as well as competition.
Scarface Al was king of Chicago's
underworld.
The forces of law and order
gave him little difficulty. Between
1923 and 1926-three of Chi-
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cago's bloodiest years during the
Tawdry Twenties-there were
one hundred and thirty-five gang
killings, six arrests, one conviction, and no executions. It was a
sad commentary on American
justice when Capone was finally
jailed, not for murder but income
tax evasion. At the comparative! y young age of forty-eight he
died, victim of apoplexy, pneumonia, and paresis.
The Volstead Act has been
blamed for Capone's rise. That
is an over-simplification. The responsibility must be shouldered
by the American people. The relaxed moral standards of the era
following World War I coupled
with an unparalleled disrespect
for law and order helped to make
AI Capone and the age of which
he was such a shameful symbol.
There is little assurance that
the years following World War
II will be a marked improvement, morally and spiritually,
over the Twenties.

The Last Chance
C\ TUDENTS of the rise and fall
0 of civilizations who are acquainted with the first six volumes of Arnold Toynbee's monumental A Study of History , hope
that he will live to complete the
remaining four volumes of the
projected ten volume work.

A polyhistor, Toynbee writes
authoritatively on every aspect of
the civilizations whose rise and
fall he chronicles and interprets.
Already in his sixth and most
recent volume he begins to discuss Western Civilization. While
he evades the unmitigated pessimism of Spengler's Untergang
des A bendlandes, he nevertheless
gives expression to serious misgivings regarding the future of
our civilization and its culture.
He writes:
We have now gained a glimpse of
an alternative way of life . . . and
this happy issue out of our afflictions
is to be found in enrolling ourselves
as citizens of a Civitas Dei o£ which
Christ Crucified is king. . . . The
member of a disintegrating society
who has taken this road has a surer
hope, and therefore a deeper happiness, than the merely "once-born''
member of a mundane society that is
still in growth.

For two thousand years the
Church has been making the
same observation. However, it is
more than interesting to note
that a distinguished scholar, after
years of research, is forced to a
similar observation.

Co-operatives
1863, at Riverhead, New
York, a group of farmers organized the first co-operative or

I
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purchasing association to buy
fertilizer at wholesale prices for
the members of the association.
Today there are ten thousand
farm co-operatives in the United
States with a membership of four
million.
The Federal Government has
been particularly kind to the coop movement. The Revenue Act
of 1916 exempted co-ops from the
tax imposed on corporations. In
1921, the Revenue Act permitted
them, tax free, to "accumulate
and maintain a reasonable reserve for depreciation or possible
losses." A liberal interpretation
of the word "reasonable" has enabled the co-ops to build up gigantic reserves. The Act of 1926
permitted co-operatives to take title to property and to act as principals in their own right. In 1931,
the Treasury Department extended tax exemption to the retained
dividends of co-ops even though
the issuing of those dividends

_I
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might be delayed indefinitely.
As a result of this favorable
treatment co-operatives have not
restricted themselves to marketing, but have extended their operations into the fields of banking and manufacturing. The
Ohio Cultivator Company was
recently purchased by the National Farm Machinery Co-op for
one million dolfars; the Globe
Refinery was purchased by the
National Co-operative Refinery
Association for five million dollars; the Fruit Growers Supply
Company, a California co-op, recently took over an eleven million dollar lumber company.
P ri va te enterprise is not
alarmed at the phenomenal
growth of the co-operative movement, but it does question the
government's justice in permitting gigantic co-operatives, competing with privately-owned and
tax-paying business, to operate
tax exempt.

The

PILGRIM
"All the trumpets sounded for him on the
other side."
PILGRIM'S PROGRESS
By

0.

Easter Garden

P.

KRETZMANN

one who had been sent on a special errand-were watching the
final scene in a drama that had
begun several thousand years earlier. . . . This was now the end.
... The stamp and seal of divine
approval on a Cross, the rolling of
a stone, the excited whispers of a
few women, the voice of an angel
telling the world and the centuries
that the earthly stage was empty, that the scene would soon
shift to the throne of heaven. . . .
And the last line was simple and
quiet, too: "He is risen, He is not
here.". . .
Last night a good friend asked
why the world and the Church do
not pay more attention to Easter.
... She pointed out the contrast
between our celebration of Christmas and our fleeting commemoration of Easter .... There may be,
I suggested, many reasons for that.
. . . Christmas lends itself more
easily to sentimentality, which so
many people in our superficial age
and time mistake for religion ....

It was very quiet, I am sure,
that morning in the garden. . . .
As 1udea turned toward the sun
on that greatest day in history,
there was nothing to show that the
dawn was different from ten thousand others, except possibly three
women hurrying down a road toward a garden and a stone which
no longer was at the place where
it had been when dusk had come
down on Holy Saturday.... The
shadows were still deep in the valley of the Kidron but the light of
the sun was creeping down the
hills of 1erusalem. . . . In the
garden, all the creatures of darkness, the moth and the nightcrawler, the beetle and the owl,
had returned to their hidingplaces .... Once more that amazing moment, when the world
stands breathless between night
and day, had come, and, as always,
it was very quiet ....
It was quiet, too, I believe, in
heaven .... The angels-all except

s
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It can be commercialized by those
who have no fear of reducing the
divine to the dollar .... But there
may also be something else. . . .
Christmas is the festival of children and there is more of the
child in many of us than our sophisticated age wants to admit. ...
It permits us to go back to our
own beginning on earth, to mother and home, to the days when life
was simple and clear and a shining toy on Christmas morning was
complete joy.... Of course, there
is much more to Christmas than
that, but the world can see only
that-and for a moment, happy in
itself but tragic by comparison
with those that come before and
after-holds it to its wondering
heart as a child holds a doll. . . .
To hear the full music of Christmas, point and counterpoint in
earth and heaven, requires a great
faith; to hear a part of it, the overtones of giving, a carol in the
frosty air, a sudden memory of
home, demands much less. . . .
Even our blind age can see a star
at night ....
But Easter is different .... Humanly speaking, one may say that
it is the festival of the thoughtful
mind and the saddened heart. . . .
It comes with startling joy only to
the soul that is aware of the swift
running of time, the universal
conspiracy of death, the pain and
mystery of all things temporal. ...
The victory over Death in the

9

Easter garden can come in its full
glory only to the hea,rt that remembers white crosses in far lands
or a stone with a dear and familiar name .... Let a man stand
in a cemetery beside a new grave
and his heart will turn, crying and
alone, to the Easter garden .... It
is only when we are farthest removed from the earth that we get
our truest view of it-and the
farthest we have ever gone or can
ever go in time is the Easter garden . . . . The tomb tells us what
we need to remember about earth
-the stone rolled away tells us
what we need to know about God
-the angel ties them together:
"He is risen. He is not here." ...
A strange and large company
will be in the garden this Easter
of the year of our Lord, 1947. . . .
A mother stealing back quietly to
see if the flowers have kept fresh
on the mound which covers her
son .... An old man whose companions and friends have gone before him by a little while. . . . A
child whose loneliness needs Easter.... The weary and the lonely,
the old and the young, the little
people of the earth who live close
to the swinging of life and deaththey will come to the Easter garden to be, not where life ends, but
where eternity begins. . . . They
will stand on the grass, silent and
without words, and hold on to the
lesson of the day-a lesson which
begins on a spring morning and

)___________________
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ends in an everlasting day .... Not
an easy lesson but one which
closes always in ease of mind and
heart ... in a r~quiescat ... in a
note of final victory. . .. No more
death . . . no more dark, final
night ... no more tears that cannot be dried. . . .
Christmas and Easter . . . .
Blessed is the heart that can hold
these two forever . . . the two
places where eternity touched
time.... "A child is born-He is
risen." . . . All of time and eternity in two brief sentences. . . .
Perhaps it is inevitable that many
men and women are having trouble with their faith these days ....
Especially the young find it hard
to believe in a world of non-belief.
... The undertow of the receding
tide of faith, so long now a mark
of our world, is strong and deep.
... Our only chance of not being
swept away with it is in the stone
in the garden . . . . It was rolled
away-and because it was no longer where it had been it becomes
an anchor of faith, a rock of faith.
... How do I know that my faith
is true and real? . . . The stone
rolled away.... How do I know
that He rose from the dead, ascended into heaven and sitteth on
the right hand of the Father? ...
The stone rolled away and the

angel at the door of the tomb ....
"The third day He rose again"that is our proof and the only
proof we need. . . . The deserted
grave and the empty clothes of
Easter morning-the stone rolled
away and no corpse in Simon's
garden .... This is the foundation
of the whole building of the only
true religion in the world. . . .
This holds time and eternity together. . . . "The third day He
rose." ... Pilate's seals were broken. . . . Inside the tomb the
shroud and linen bands lay empty.
. . . The soldiers were gone. . . .
The angel was there-and no one
else.... Our faith, built on that
foundation is true. . . . It came
true in a garden. . . .
And so we come again to the
sepulchre this Easter morning in a
world so far away from the garden .... Our hearts may be heavy
with pain and torn with the memory of open graves. . . . But the
garden is still empty ... there is
no dead Jesus where they had laid
Him . . . no death . . . an empty
grave . . . that made all the difference in the world on that spring
morning in the garden . . . it
makes all the difference today....
All the difference to doubt and
fear, to pain and tears . . . and all
the difference to all eternity. . .

I
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The Missouri Synod observes
its centennial ....

A Century ~f Blessing
By W. G.

PoLACK

HUNDRED years ago, in what
was then the small town of
Chicago, a major church body
was born. Twelve ministers and
their congregations perfected an
organization, assisted by ten additional clergymen whose conJ
gregations had not yet decided
to join the group. The body modestly called itself "The Evangelical Lutheran Synod of Missouri,
Ohio, and Other States." It did
not arrogate to itself the name
of "Church," but used the term
"synod" because the group was
cognizant of the fact that the Lutheran Church in the world was
a large body, of which it was
properly only a part. They followed an age-old Lutheran tradition by applying the term "synod" to their organization. In the
official title the states of Missouri
and Ohio were named because
the leaders in the organization
were from these states. Included
in "other states" were Michigan,
Indiana, Illinois, and New York.

A
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In the course of time, perhaps
because the headquarters of the
synod were in St. Louis, it became known throughout the
world simply as the "Missouri
Synod" -a name that is meaningful for those who are "in the
know," but usually enigmatical
to those who are not.
After a hundred years, the constitution of this synod remains
the same although its by-laws
have multiplied with the growth
of the body until they make up a
respectable volume of canon law.
In that constitution the doctrinal basis has remained unchanged. It is still the Holy Scriptures and the Lutheran Confessions. The synod started out as a
conservative Lutheran body and
is the same today. One of its
great contributions to American
and world Christendon has been
its inflexible orthodoxy. Modernism and other cults have made
no inroads on this group. It still
has as the center of its teachings

12
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the ancient shibboleths of the
Reformation: sola gratia (by
grace alone), sola fide (by faith
alone), and sola scriptura (Scripture alone) .
One of the great purposes of
the body, as stated in its constitution, was and still is "the conservation and promotion of the
unity of the true faith." There
are many signs today that seem to
indicate that the establishment
of real Lutheran unity in the
world is nearer than it ever was
in the last century.
Basic in the polity of the synod
from the beginning has been the
self-government of the member
congregations and the equal representation of clergy and laity in
the councils of the body. The syn0d as such has only advisory powers over against the member
churches, who retain their absolute autonomy at all times. At
all synodical meetings the number of official delegates is equally
divided between the clergy and
the laity, the latter having the
same rights of speech and suffrage.
This equality of responsibility
in the affairs of the church necessitated the careful indoctrination
of the laity. From the beginning,
therefore, parochial schools were
fostered even as they are today;
in recent years this work has been
extended by the establishment of
Lutheran high schools and by the

acquisition of Valparaiso University, which has been a Lutheran university since 1925. The parochial school system of this synod is the largest of any Protestant
group, not only in our country
but in the world. During the
last hundred years almost 1o,ooo
male teachers have been trained
for these schools in the normal
schools maintained by the synod
at River Forest, Ill., and Seward,
Neb. According to Ralph Dornfeld Owen, in an article in the
current Concordia Historical Institute Quarterly~ this indoctrination of the laity has helped to
give the synod the largest proportionate male membership of any
religious body in the United
States.
A hundred years ago the organization of this body took place
in a small frame church in Chicago. The building had been
erected three years before on a
lot at the southwest corner of La
Salle and Ohio Streets, which had
been donated by Mayor Wm. B.
Ogden, first mayor of Chicago,
and \tV. L. Newberry. Twentyseven people attended the sessions, which started with divine
worship on April 25 and lasted
till May 6. Then there were
twelve congregations with less
than five thousand souls. Today
there are more than five thousand congregations, including the
mission stations, with one and a
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half million baptized members. It
is the second largest Lutheran
synod in America.
One of the reasons for this
rapid growth was the strong German immigration to our shores
during the second half of the
last century. The synod was German and many German immigrants who were church-minded
naturally gravitated to this synod, which received them with
open arms. From the start, however, the group carried on a zealous home mission activity, an activity which has not abated to
this day. In foreign missions the
synod has not been very aggressive and most of the other American Lutheran synods have done
better in that field, but in home
missions it has been otherwise.
The last religious census ( 1936)
showed that in the previous decade the Missouri Synod grew
twice as much as the growth in
population of our country. It is
now represented in every state of
the union and in Alaska and
Hawaii, has two synodical districts in South America, and has
connections in Czechoslovakia,
England, France, Germany, and
Australia.
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Other activities have also given
evidence of much consecrated activity. Its charitable institutions
are spread over the country. It
has an active laymen's organization and a women's missionary
league. It supports the Lutheran
Hour with Dr. W. A. Maier as
radio preacher. Its Concordia
Publishing House is one of the
largest religious publishing houses
in the world. Its Concordia Seminary at St. Louis is the largest
Protestant seminary in our land.
Its official organ, the Lutheran
Witness, has a circulation of more
than 25o,ooo subscribers. Its
youth organization, the Walther
League, includes more than 3,ooo
young people's societies, one of its
endeavors being the publication
of THE CRESSET.
THE CRESSET extends its congratulations to the Missouri Synod on the occasion of its centennial which will be observed on
Jubilate Sunday, April 27, by all
its members everywhere, and invokes God's richest blessings upon
it for the future. May the second
century of its history be even
brighter than the first to the greater glory of our God and the Kingdom of our Lord Jesus Christl

THE

ASTROLABE
By

THEODORE GRAEBNER

------------------------------~~-------------curiosity, but not in the best of
mood, I left my table and joined
the company which evidently was
attracted to the outdoors through
some unusual phenomenon. As I
approached the series of French
doors which closed that side of the
dining room to the outside, I
heard a voice. I heard a powerful
singing voice, a tenor of bell-like
purity, and I forgot about my
meal like the rest, drawn to the
veranda where one could see the
singer. There he was, in the shadow of some tall hemlocks, the figure but dimly defined.
One could tell that he was idly
holding a musical instrument, a
banjo or a guitar, in one hand. As
the singer would move during the
performance, light would be reflected from the gold or ivory inlay of the instrument.
He was singing an air from

A VOICE IN THE SHADOWS
AT MACKINAC
~ I shall record a strange ex~ perience which I had at the
Grand Hotel-or was it the Old
Astor House at that time-on the
second day of August in 1921.
You will understand if you are
interested enough in the curious
and mysterious to read on, why I
remember the date.
They served dinner at eight in
the Mackinac hotels and the waiter had just removed the empty
tureen and I was waiting for the
meat order. Curiously, my waiter
seemed to have forgotten me. At
last I descried him at one of the
doors opening upon a large veranda, intently gazing into the shadows beyond. Next I observed that
other waiters had congregated on
the veranda and quite a number
of guests had left their tables and
stood at the railing. Prompted by

Rigoletto.
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"Good enough to sing on the
stage," said somebody.
"Good enough for grand opera," was the reply.
"Man alive, it is grand opera!"
said somebody and somehow the
simple remark startled us. We listened intently.
There were a few thrumming
sounds from the stringed instrument-in my recollection it was
definitely a mandolin, for we
could see the broad flash from its
upper side-and then an introductory bar or two to a tenor solo
from La Traviata.
By this time the broad porch
beneath us, opening into the first
floor corridors, was crowded with
guests. When the air ceased, there
was a burst of applause, quickly
subdued by an inarticulate sound
from the crowd indicating that,
whatever the beauty of the performance, applause was not in
place. It seemed to strike all of us
that way.
There were other songs, mostly
from Massenet and Verdi, and
finally a number which began
with a long drawn out "Oh---"
punctuated by three beats on the
mandolin. The melody was well
known, the text I heard then for
the first time. It too was Italian:
Ombra mai fu
Di vegetabile
Car' et amabile
Soave piu.
Which means:
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"There was much shadow from
the vegetation-charming and
lovely, and very sweet."
That's all. It is the air from
Xerxes by Handel, known as The
Largo the world over. When the
last sound had died on the night
air, the figure seemed to wave his
mandolin at the throng of summer guests and then walk down
the long stretch of lawn and disappear over a slight rise.
Little was said as we returned
to our lounging chairs, rooms, and
tables. After a few minutes my
waiter appeared, not to serve food
but to ask for permission that a
substitute continue to wait on
me. He looked haggard, perspiration had softened his white collar,
and his hands were shaking.
"The impromptu recital seems to
have affected my waiter strangely," said I to the substitute as he
laid out the meat and vegetables.
"Yes, he is an Italian like most
of us, and you see," -he hesitated
a moment-"you see, we recognized the voice."
"Recognized the voice?" I repeated, dully, wondering what he
might mean.
"You see," the man replied, patting the silver before leaving the
table, "that was the voice of Caruso ... "
The next day the guests would
remark occasionally on the unusual amateur songster who had
not even stopped to have some-
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one pass the hat for loose silver.
When we left Mackinac most of
us probably no longer gave the
incident any thought, nor did I
until I saw an item in the Chicago newspaper where the Manitou docked. There, on the front
page was a dispatch from Naples
under the dateline August 2, reporting the death of Enrico Caruso. It was the night we had
heard the recital in the shapow
of the hemlocks.
Pure coincidence, of course, but
a bit queer anyway.

MODERN MOTHER IN A
PULLMAN
Talking about strange people whose identity I never
•
learned there was that utterly
modern woman in a Pullman
sleeper in which I had also had a
berth assigned. I had first taken
notice of this woman when she
was keeping two youngsters, evidently her children, interested in
some large colored books. Next
she had placed the two in charge
of a Negro maid, and I later saw
her in the buffet car imbibing a
Scotch and soda. Of course, she
smoked cigarettes, her fingernails
were highly enfiamed with color,
and in make-up generally she was
certainly what the cosmetics people would recognize as the perfect product. My thoughts trav-

elled to the two youngsters and I
said to myself-"No wonder! What
can you expect of the next generation! These modern mothers!
Tippling whiskey, smoking cigarettes, lounging in the cocktail section, and evidently devoted to the
cult of beauty for its own sake.
What can become of the kids under such maternal guidance!"
Well, half an hour later I was
getting ready for the night and
happened to overhear an evening
prayer spoken. The voice was that
of a woman, and the berth was
that of the two six and eight year
olds, and it wasn't the nurse girl
who prayed with them, but the
mother. Also, let me say that it
was more than a perfunctory
prayer blessing these and those
people-dad, grandmother, uncles
and aunts and cousins; it was a
beautiful Christian prayer with
such spiritual content as is suitable for little ones and as distinguishes like nothing else the atmosphere of a Christian home.
Is it possible that-

~
END OF A JUNK YARD
~ The junk yard was in South
~St. Louis near Weisenburger's corner where Broadway and
Jefferson Ave. meet. The owner
lived in a small one-story brick
cottage, viewed against a considerable pile of old steel springs, de-
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funct gas stoves, iron fences and a
lot of metal refuse and broken
parts, all piled up in the back
yard. There was a little stable
and on the gate was painted the
name J. Boonshaft-the initial
probably standing for Joseph or
Jeremiah, for Mr. Boonshaft was
a Jew.
He used to come down the
street driving a little box wagon,
single span, a patient and somewhat oldish but not underfed
horse providing the motive power. He would languidly slap the
back of the horse with a soft whip
crying his song, "Rrregs-old-
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his pile grew. Then came the critical day when the price of old
metal had risen to such a height
that it no longer paid Boonshaft
to buy the stuff; the time had
come to sell. He sold. And he sold
his entire junk yard in one single contract. In three days there
wasn't a rusty nail or bolt left.
The lowest estimate of his profit
was $4o,ooo. Gone he was from
the little old brick house and out
to the West End he moved into
a stately home and if there were
horses around they were blooded
riding stock on which his children
gambolled through Forest Park.

Arrnl''

Half way down the block we
would hear him cry, "Rrregs-oldArrnl"
Sometimes it came from the
back of our yard as he drove
through the alley, "Rrregs-oldArrnl"

Well, he evidently got old iron
because he soon rented a yard
adjoining his home and kept adding vacant lots until he had a
very respectable pile of old iron.
It looked to us like many tons.
But the mysterious feature of it
was that he never sold any of his
iron. He kept on piling it up.
Evidently he made his money
from the rags. Then came the
first World War. The country was
swept clean of all second hand
junk in the way of metals. Boonshaft kept on buying old iron and

WHO BUILT THE WEST
POINT CHAPEL?
~ We take for granted one
(§~} thing, that you recognize the
chapel at West Point on the Hudson as one of the finest churches
ever built in America. You may
also know that it is the first and
greatest example of military Gothic ever built in this or any other
country. Well, who designed it?
The firm of Cram, Goodhue and
Ferguson. Yes, but which of the
three conceived the idea? Architecture is a very high class profession. I have hardly ever heard
an architect belittle the work of
a brother architect. The exceptions are so rare that they stick
out in the memory. No one who
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has attained the stature of either
Cram or Goodhue or Ferguson,
would say anything to detract
from the reputation of a brother
in the profession.
Some years ago I was in the office of Bertram G. Goodhue in
New York and the occasion will
not so soon be forgotten. From
discussing the new theological
Seminary in St. Louis, then being
planned, conversation drifted to
church building, to Gothic art
and the characteristics of American Gothic. While a visitor was
being entertained I was given the
sketch books which Mr. Goodhue
had filled in trips through Western Europe from Italy to Scotland. I was given other books containing preliminary sketches to
the University chapel at Chicago
which Goodhue was then designing, and of the great Capitol at
Lincoln, Nebraska, then under
construction. And there were
some old drawings showing the
development of the idea of-the
chapel at West Point!
I met Mr. Goodhue once more
when he travelled through St.
Louis on an inspection trip to
Lincoln, Nebraska. He had some
time between trains and I had
breakfast with him in the Jefferson.
"Now," he said, "I still have
an hour; have you some good
buildings in this neighborhood?"

I thought a moment and then
said: "There is the public library,
by Cass Gilbert, about the best
thing we have in the city." (This
was in 1923.) "And then there
is a neat little job in the way of
a church, Christ Church Cathedral, also close by." We decided
to see the Cathedral.
The outside is undistinguished
but the interior has some merit,
though far beneath the New York
churches built by Mr. Goodhue,
St. Thomas' and St. Bartholomew's. But the glass work is good
and in the subdued light of early
forenoon it really made a good
showing. We looked at the altar,
which is of marble, with many
niches containing figures of the
apostles and of the saints. It is
the finest altar in St. Louis. "Yes,"
remarked Mr. Goodhue, "it is a
very accurate crib from Winchester." (Meaning that someone had
copied the high-altar of the Cathedral in Winchester.)
As we walked down the nave
towards the en trance Mr. Goodhue said, meditatively: "After all
architecture is just the hand
maiden of theology. What we can
do is to build up masses, proportion windows to wall space, put
in some good colored glass, create
dark, shadowy recesses and raise
the ceiling until the ribs disappear
in darkness. And then all this, together with some good organ mu-
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sic, gives you a shiver." He did
not say "thrill" but "shiver."
"And then people are ready to
give attention to your instruction,
your warning and consolation.
There is the point where the minister misses everything if he misses
it. And how many miss it."
If ever you walk down one of
the aisles in St. Thomas Church,
New York, you will recognize the
effect to the achievement of which
Mr. Goodhue devoted his vast
imagination.
He died in 1924.
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job in St. Louis who, walking
down Second Street to the great
chemical works, has a glimpse of
the water-cress covered streams
that rush down the hillsides in
Pulaski County. I know people
who see other things as they pick
their way through the congested
sidewalks.
Mr. Brauer once told me-August G. Brauer I refer to-that he
had a certain number of Psalms
which he would recite to himself
as he walked from the parking lot
to his place of business. On nice
cold days when he would walk at
a brisk pace, he would just have
time to recite the Twenty-third
and the Forty-sixth Psalms. At
HEAVENLY VISTAS IN
other times, he would take his
LOCUST STREET
time and just about finish the
~ I suppose if one were to print
One Hundred Third Psalm. An~ on twelve pages the best of
other favorite was the Ninetieth
English poetry ever written one Psalm. Or he would recite twice a
could not omit Wordsworth's short penitential Psalm like the
"The Daffodils." A girl sees a · Thirty-second. Or the Beatitudes.
field of waving daffodils out in
To such a man Locust and
the farming districts far away Olive Streets with their canyons of
from London. But the sight was masonry are but the non-substanso beautiful that the recollection tial shadow of reality. Their real
of it could never be erased, and life is in a world of the spirit. No
now when the girl walked down one passing m.y friend Brauer on
the dingy factory district of his way to work would dream that
Cheapside in London, her mind's here was one like the people of
eye saw nothing of the poverty Colosse who were in two places at
and the filth, it saw the field of the same time (as described in the
daffodils, nodding their heads in first half of the second verse of
the bright sunlight.
the first chapter of the Letter
You can't tell, but there may written by Paul the Apostle to the
be many an Ozark native with a Colossians).
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I once travelled with Mr. Brauer
for days on end, being never separated, day or night; and the rest
o~ his life was just like that. He
was a successful business man. He
was able to afford a good home
and a good car. One day he
stopped in front of my house
and got out of a new Cadillac
coupe.
"Yes," he said when I gazed at
the new machine with an ~dmir
ing eye, "I paid $s,ooo for it. But
before it was delivered I gave an
extra $5,000 to Foreign Missions.
Now I can enjoy the car," he
added, "but it is still too much
anyway. Come on, let's get in."
Mr. Brauer was a member of a
group of Lutheran laymen who
wanted to put some surplus to

good use in benevolent causes or
spiritual projects, and they looked
to Mr. Theodore Lamprecht to
say the word. Word would come
from New York: "In - - - in the
state of---- we have a mission
worshipping in a horrible dump
of an old store building. Let's do
something." In a week or two the
amazed preacher would have a
check for $4,000 toward the purchase of a chapel. The ante in
these deals was always $250. It
was not a society, no books were
kept, just a few men like Lamprecht and Brauer. The totals went
into hundreds of thousands, of
which the public, also the people
of their own church, heard nothing. The left hand did not know
what the right hand did.
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~ AND MUSIC MAKERS
Some Treasured Recordings
(CONTINUED]

By WALTER A. HANSEN

1\ One often encounters ardent
• - devotees of music who say,
"The works of Richard Wagner
are full of meaningless sound;
they abound in vain fury. We will
have none of them."
Queer judgments have a way
of lingering on and on. When
Wagner was alive, he had many
detractors and some champions.
Those who found nothing but
meaningless sound and vain fury
in his music outnumbered those
who looked upon him as a great
master. In our time, however, the
protagonists of Wagner are in the
majority.
Everyone who has read about
the career of Wagner knows that
the famous composer was addicted to revolutionary thinking in
the field of politics. It is interesting as well as enlightening to discuss Wagner as a citizen and as
a none-too-palatable human be21
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ing; but it is my present purpose
to speak about him as a composer .
In music, too, he was a revolutionist.
No master, however great he
may be, is able, or even desires,
to avoid learning from others. If
we think of Wagner's epoch-making accomplishments in the domain of chroma tic harmonization
-harmonization which abounds
in color-we feel the urge to ask,
"Did he have any forerunners?"
Yes, even revolutionists have
their forerunners. Some of the
music written by Johann Sebastian Bach, for example, adumbrates the monumental achievements of Wagner. Bach was a
keen-witted individual. Like Wagner, he, too, looked backwards as
well as forwards. In addition, he
was sensitively aware of many
things that were happening to
music in his own time.
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Bach sometimes employed chromaticism on a lavish scale. Is it
far-fetched to believe that his
Chromatic Fantasy and Fugue
adumbrated 'N'agner? How can
anyone who contends that at least
one of the wonderfully contrived
Goldberg Variations points clearly and sharply to Wagner be in
danger of being dubbed a hopeless dullard?
Scholars are in the habit of telling us that Bach himself learned
about chromaticism and its miracle-working possi hili ties from
some of his contemporaries and
from some of his forerunners.
They like to point to sage old
Dietrich Buxtehude as one of the
master's most influential mentors
in the art of imbuing music with
many colors. In all probability
they are right-right to a certain
extent. Bach did learn from Buxtehude, just as he learned from
others. Had he considered himself above doing so, he would have
been dull-witted and short-sighted. But Bach, like every other
truly great master, drenched with
his own mighty genius whatever
he learned from Buxtehude or
from anyone else. To say without
further ado that Bach's chromaticism is largely Buxtehudian in
letter and in spirit is to reveal an
appalling lack of sensitiveness in
evaluating works of art.
Whatever Bach appropriated
from composers who went before

him or who lived and worked
in his own time, he overlaid in
rich measure with characteristics
entirely and distinctively Bachian.
Was Bach capable of writing
dry music? Those who worship
every composition from his pen
with fanatical devotion will answer no; those who are convinced,
on the basis of their observation
of the frailties to which all human beings are subject, that one
does not honor Bach, or any great
man, by believing or declaring
that everything that great man
wrote reached the very acme of
beauty will answer yes.
Naturally, what Mr. A regards
as dry may strike 1\tlr. B as being
exciting, and what Mr. B considers jejune may impress Mr. A
as being marvelous. One cannot
run away from the whims and the
vagaries of taste. But let us assume, for the sake of that popular diversion which is called argument, that Mr. A and Mr. B
are in complete agreement as to
the intrinsic nature of one particular composition from the facile
quill of Bach. Furthermore, let us
take for granted that Mr. A joins
Mr. B in asserting unequivocally,
out of the abundance of his heart,
and with all the full-throatedness
and glibness he can command that
the composition in question is
both arid and boring. If Mr. A
happens to be one of those who
believe that Buxtehude had an
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unmistakable penchant for dryness, he might feel in duty bound
to exclaim, "Much of the dryness
I find in Bach's music came into
being solely because Bach drank
too freely out of the cup of Buxtehude!'' Mr. B, on the other hand,
might consider it his duty to reprimand Mr. A for spouting an
utterly indefensible conclusion.

Influences in Music
h In that case Mr. B would be
,;· right. It is easy to point to
influences in music, and it is just
as easy to make too much of
them. One can, and should, say
that Wagner's music looks backward toward Bach and, if you
will, in Bach, just as one can, and
should, say that some of Bach's
writing clearly adumbrates Wagner. It is instructive to do so. In
many instances it is necessary.
One dare not neglect, however,
to reckon with the alchemy of
genius. Whatever Bach, who was
one of music's major prophets,
learned from Buxtehude or from
any other composer he transformed into his very own by reason of the Bachian alchemy.
Whatever Wagner, in turn, imbibed when he put the Bachian
beaker to his lips he likewise
transformed into his very own by
reason of the Wagnerian alchemy.
Shall I say that the motifs which
play a tremendously important
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role in Wagner's music dramas
hark back to Bach? I could, I believe, make out a strong casea case which might look good on
paper and sound more than a little convincing when doled out
from the lecture platform. I could
state that the symbolism employed by Bach eventually found
its way into the works of Wagner,
became Wagner's very own, and,
by the indescribable alchemy of
'Vagner's genius, was transformed
into something essentially and unmistakably \Vagnerian. I could
tell you that in the St. Matthew
Passion Bach, for the sake of an
apt and effectual tonal commentary on words spoken by Christ to
St. Peter, devised a melodic figure which conforms in broad outline to the crowing of a cock.
Then I could say, "When Wagner contrived the motif which
suggests the crackling of flames,
he was putting into practice something which he learned by sitting at the feet, or drinking of
the cup, of Bach. Can anyone disprove my assertion?"
I refuse, however, to make such
a statement and to ask such a
question. Why? Because it is my
firm conviction-call it an ironclad conviction if you like-that
whenever Bach resorted to what
is commonly called symbolism he
was employing a device as old as
the art of music itself. Time out
of mind those who composed mu-
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sic strove, some more and some
less, either to imitate or to suggest the sounds of nature. In other
words, programmatic-or shall I
say descriptive- music is as ancient as the hills. One may say
that the motif-system as used so
lavishly and with such impressive
power by Wagner was foreshadowed in some of Bach's writing
and that it was at once an extension and an elaboration of the
symbolism employed in the days
of Bach; but it would be equally
correct to point out that, in the
final analysis, the Wagnerian motifs, like the Bachian symbolism,
hark back in principle to the very
first attempts ever made by man
to suggest in tone sounds of nature, pictures, or emotions. It is
historically interesting as well as
enlightening to speak of symbolism as foreshadowing the motifs
of Wagner; but it is far more
important to emphasize the fact
that when Wagner employed what
some savants are inclined to call
outgrowths of symbolism he did
so in a way which was as unique
in its nature and in its effectiveness as it was startling.
Wagner's motifs called forth
many a sneer from critics and
opera-goers who looked upon the
composer as nothing more than a
flash in the pan. Die-hard opponents of the mighty revolutionist referred to the motifs as labels.
Some spoke of Wagner's devices

as calling-cards. Nevertheless,
Wagner was victorious. Today
one studies his motif-system as
one of the important developments in the tonal art. Since music is by no means static in its
nature, one has a right to predict
that, sooner or later, a composer
will arise who will resort to programmatic devices as arresting in
their own characteristic way and
in their own particular effectiveness as the motifs that make up
a large part of the warp and woof
of the Wagnerian music dramas.
Then historians and critics will
say that what Wagner did foreshadowed those new devices, just
as they declare today that much
of what Wagner accomplished was
distinctly foreshadowed in some
of the music written by Bach.
More Traces of Others
b When speaking of Wagner
,;· one could pursue the matte1
of influence even more energetically, more punctiliously, and, if
you please, more pedantically.
One could, for example, state
without fear of effective contradiction that Chopin, largely
through Franz Liszt, had something to do with Wagner's devel·
opment as a composer. Chopin,
you know, blazed many new trails
in the great domain of harmony.
Liszt admired Chopin, made his
fascinating music widely known,
and set Wagner to thinking in-
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tently and assiduously about what
the gifted Polish composer-pianist
had achieved. Furthermore, one
could speak at some length and,
I believe, with no small measure
of persuasiveness about the influence of Beethoven. Wagner, you
know, set great store by the aweinspiring genius of Beethoven. Although he himself composed music which, in many respects, is totally different in form and in
character from the works of Beethoven, he undoubtedly picked
up and assimilated many a bit of
useful technical information as
he pored over the famous man's
scores. One could even go back
to the drama as it flourished in
fifth-century Athens and declare,
"] ust as the chorus in the Greek
drama commented on the play itself, so Wagner used the orchestra to comment, as it were, on the
action and the words in his music
dramas.''
Before continuing this discussion of Wagner let us pause to
listen to the Prelude and Bacchanale (Paris Version), from
Tannhiiuser, as played with piercing intenseness and with sumptuous tonal beauty by the Philadelphia Symphony Orchestra under Leopold Stokowski (Victor Album 530).
The first performance of Tannhiiuser took place in Dresden on
October 19, 1845. Since scenery,
casting, and rehearsals were in-
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adequate, the audience as a whole
was not impressed; but a later
presentation, which was superior
in every way to the first, started
the opera on the road to phenomenal success.
Paris heard Tannhiiuser at the
Opera on March 13, 1861. Wagner had reconstructed the first
two scenes for the production in
the French metropolis. Since he
had been told in no uncertain
terms that the Parisians would
scorn his opera if it did not contain a ballet, he agreed to cater
to the wish of the French. He refused, however, to mar the design
and the coherence of the work by
inserting the ballet where the
fashionable late-comers of Paris
wanted it. Instead of interrupting
Tan.nhiiuser in the second act or
in the middle to please the members of the influential Jockey
Club, who were in the habit of
dining late and putting in their
appearance at the Opera when
the performances were half over,
he incorporated a ballet in the
Venusberg scene in the first act.
In consequence, the young men
of the Jockey Club, who thought
it beneath their dignity to be
punctual, considered themselves
cheated and insulted. They hissed
the opera.
Wagner's art had grown in the
fifteen years which intervened between the first production of
T annhiiuser and the ill-fated per-
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formance in Paris. When he made
the changes in the score of the
work, his mind was saturated
with the magnificent and imperishable music of Tristan und
Isolde. This is clearly mirrored in
the Paris Version. The Bacchanale

is filled with wild and delirious
abandon. Wagner increased the
length of this portion and added
new thematic material. Like the
original overture, the Paris Version begins with the Pilgrims'
Chorus.

[TO BE CONTINUED)

RECENT RECORDINGS
IRISH SoNGs. James Melton, tenor,
with the RCA Victor Orchestra under David Broekman.-Those who
have a penchant for songs about
Ireland and the Irish will enjoy
Mr. Melton's renditions of Ernest
R. Ball's Mother Machree; Charles
Glover's The Rose of Tralee; Dermot MacMurrough's Macushla; an
Irish country song called She
Moved Through the Fair; a traditional Irish song entitled The
Minstrel Boy; and Frederick
Crouch's Kathleen Mavourneen.
Mr. Melton's artistry has grown in
compass during the past few years.
He is at his best in these songs.
Victor Album 1ogo.
FRANZ WAXMAN. Carmen Fantasie.
J ascha Heifetz, violinist, and the
RCA Victor Orchestra under Donald Vorhees.-The virtuosity of the
famous master of the violin is aweinsp1nng. Dazzling pyrotechnics
adorn the beautiful melodies from
Georges Bizet's Carmen. Heifetz
overlays his wizardry with sterling
musicianship. Victor disc 11-9422.
CHARLES MARSHALL. I Hear You Calling Me. MICHAEL BALFE. Then

You'll Remember Me from The
Bohemian Girl. Christopher Lynch,
tenor, with an orchestra under
Maximilian Pilzer.-The voice is
beautiful, and the recording is
superb; but the singing is somewhat pedestrian. Victor disc 101276.
NEGRO SPIRITUALS. Soon-a Will Be
Done arranged by William L.
Dawson, and Set Down Servant
arranged by Robert Shaw. The Collegiate Choir under Robert Shaw.
-Mr. Shaw's skill in choral conducting is worthy of the highest
praise. Victor disc 10-1277.
1

1

1

1

CYRIL ScoTT. Lullaby} op. 57} No. 2.
FRIDA SARSEN BucKY. Hear the
Wind Whispering. Marian Anderson, contralto, with Franz Rupp at
the piano.-The versatility, the refinement, and the impressiveness
of Miss Anderson's artistry are remarkable. Victor disc 10-1260.
FRANZ voN SuPPE. Fatinitza Overture.
The Boston "Pops" Orchestra under Arthur Fiedler.-A tuneful
composition played with incisive
rhythmical vitality. Victor disc 119261.
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For Understanding and
Appreciation
THE LITERATURE OF THE
UNITED STATES. By Walter
Blair, Theodore Hornberger, and
Randall Stewart. Chicago: Scott,
Foresman & Co. Volume 1, 1946,
1169 pages; volume 2, 1947, 1170
pages. $4.00 per vol.
recently the pseudo-intellectuals have delighted in sneering at our national letters, with the
insinuation that the only really
worthy writings in the English language are British. Such persons have
thus tried to cover up their own shallow reading in, and lack of genuine
acquaintance with, our national literary heritage. To them in particular
-but to alert readers in generalthese two volumes should be an interesting revelation in the form of
an anthology-history.

U

NTIL

The literature of our country has
been written by inhabitants of many different localities, representative of many
different levels of society, products of
many different racial, religious, and oc-

cupational influences. American writers
are not agreed on any one way of salvation, any one philosophy, any single explanation of this puzzling world. But
they have told of finding life well worth
the living . . . .
The literature of this nation is, in
our judgment, a humanizing rather than
a chauvinistic force-the record of the
ideals and struggles of many peoples
who have become one people and who
have, despite frequent setbacks and failures, battled with inspiring persistence
for the principle of "equal and exact
justice to all men, of whatever state or
persuasion, religious or political."

Six chapters divide the comprehensive, selected material: 1588 to 1765,
the English Colonies; to 1829, the
New Republic; to 186o, the American Renaissance; to 1865, the Civil
War; to 1914, the rise of Modern
America; and to the present, U.S.A.
Historical and critical interchapters
analyze intellectual currents, literary
trends, and important writers. The
usual scholarly apparatus such as biographical sketches of all authors,
headnotes at the beginnings of the
selections to add to their interest,
readable footnotes with useful bib-
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liographies and chronological tables
is present in appropriately subordinate ratio. Montage drawings give
eye appeal.
Special mention should be made
of chapter 6. The period between
World Wars I and II now appears
to be clearly marked off as a separate
unit in literature as well as in history. This chapter on contemporaries
treats it thus. The signs of its beginning and its rounding-off are
shown, its main emphasis is indicated, its characteristics and its significance are penetratingly discussed and
demonstrated.
The actual literature is what
counts. We find good balance
throughout between fiction, poetry,
and drama on the one hand, and persuasive or explanatory prose and literary criticism on the other. Folklore
and humor add spice to the collection. The expected titans do not
dwarf significant minor authors who
are represented by their outstanding
work. Surprisingly, although the editors are academic men, they do not
strain after novelty nor sacrifice quality for merely a new title or selection; yet "fresh" material is included
too.
Three complaints, however, must
be registered. The paper is too thin
for durability and, for that matter,
also for sustained readability. Next,
the typography technique should be
reversed so that larger print would
be used for the text portions of the
literature and then (if necessary)
smaller ·print for the chapter introductory essays. Finally, author and
title identification would normally

be more effective if placed at the top
instead of at the bottom of each
page.
HERBERT H. UMBACH

The Truth Will Out
PEARL HARBOR: The Story of the
Secret W m·. By George Morgenstern. The Devin-Adair Company,
New York. 1947. 425 pages. $3.00.
DEFEAT IN VICTORY. By Jan
Ciechanowski. Doubleday & Company, Garden City, New York.
1947. 397 pages. $3.50.
a war is in progress the
W
general public is kept in the
dark, for good or bad reasons, about
HILE

much that is going on behind the
scenes. When hostilities are ended
history bestirs itself to bring to light
as much as possible of what was hidden. Here are two books which
undertake to clear up some obscure
points about the late war.
George Morgenstern, journalist,
has set himself the task of penetrating the mystery that surrounds the
events at Pearl Harbor and of assessing the responsibility for that disaster. To carry out his purpose he
had to familiarize himself with an
enormous mass of material, including
the voluminous transactions of the
various investigating committees and
boards. The Notes at the end of his
volume, consisting mainly of documentation, cover sixty-seven pages. It
is an almost incredible story which
emerges. Morgenstern arrives at conclusions which indicate that Capt.
Lyttelton, of Churchill's · cabinet,
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spoke the simple truth when he said
that "America provoked Japan to
such an extent that the Japanese
were forced to attack Pearl Harbor.
It is a travesty on history to say that
America was forced into war." If, in
this quotation, one were to read
"Roosevelt" in place of "America"
the statement would most clearly express the resutts of Morgenstern's research on that point.
The picture which Pearl Harbor
paints is this: Roosevelt wanted to
involve America in the European
war, but he promised the country
"again and again" that he would not
send its sons to fight on foreign soil.
He was, accordingly, in a dilemma.
To extricate himself and to gain his
purpose, he used Japan as a "back
door" to war by deliberately forcing
it, as Lyttelton says, to attack the
United States. To make this attack appear a wanton and unexpected one,
he carefully set the stage. Though the
cracking of the Japanese secret code
made him privy to the plans of
Tokyo, so that he knew, or should
have known, that Pearl Harbor was
about to be attacked, the commanders of our forces there were left
unwarned of what impended, with
the result that our fleet was shattered
and three thousand Americans died.
In this connection General Marshall
and other high officials in Washington also played a strange role. After
the event the commanders of our
forces in Hawaii were made the
scapegoats, and steps were taken to
shield the guilty ones at Washington
•
I
through the destruction of records
and by other devious means.
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If the picture of .Roosevelt drawn
in the book is a true likeness, then
he was a man without conscience, a
despicable hypocrite, and a traitor to
American principles and the American people. If he was not such a
man, it behooves his defenders to
bring proof of that fact.
Jan Ciechanowski, the author of
Defeat in Victory} was Polish ambassador in Washington from 1941 to
1945. Calmly and obje,ctively he traces
the unfolding of the tragedy of Poland, the story of how that country,
for whose territorial integrity Britain
went to war, was ultimately delivered
into the hands of Russia by its allies.
It is shown how step by step our government receded from its declared
policy "of not recognizing any
change in [Poland's] status as a free,
sovereign, and independent nation"
till eventually it acquiesced in its partition and its subjection to Russia.
Roosevelt appears as more and more
sacrificing principles, promises, and
ideals to a policy of placating the
Soviets at all costs. At first, it seems,
he did this to win the confidence of
Stalin, whom he was pathetically
eager to meet, believing that he
could charm him in to a change of
heart. When Stalin finally agreed to
meetings, at Teheran and Yalta, it
was he who did the charming, so that
Roosevelt made more and more concessions, sacrificing Poland, scrapping
the principles of the Atlantic Charter, and accepting a return to power
politics, thus leading America to
"defeat in victory."
While Ciechanowski writes with
the restraint of a diplomat, his por-
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and Masterworks of Philosophy (see
trait of Roosevelt and the one drawn
CRESSET) November, 1946) have alby Morgenstern complement each
other to a considerable degree. The
ready made their mark. 1947 will see
composite is not engaging. Nor, we _ Masterworks of Science) and Masterworks of Government, and Masterbelieve, is it complete. Much more
will be written about the man who so
works of History. This volume is the
long shaped America's destinies, and
third to appear in the set; it seems
gradually, from the writings of his
the best of the three.
admirers and of others, there should
The original text or a reliable
emerge a portrait which those who
translation is the basis of each carewant to know what manner of man
fully prepared, comprehensive conhe really was will be able to accept
densation in the author's own words.
as a true likeness of him.
These autobiographies have been, in
name at least, household words. Here
is now an opportunity to know in
First Person Singular
digest form the significant and influMASTERWORKS OF AUTOBIOGential portions of some recognized
RAPHY: Digests of Ten Great
classics. In addition to the four writClassics. Edited by Richard D. Malers and works mentioned above, this
lery. Masterworks Series. Doubleanthology of personal history inday & Co., Inc., Garden City, New
cludes Samuel Pepys' Diary) BenjaYork. 1946. 755 pages. $4.00.
min Franklin's Autobiography) Hans
NE of the problems of interesting Christian Andersen's The True Story
of My Life) Cardinal Newman's
the general reader in certain
classics is the innate difficulty of Apologia pro Vita Sua) Jean Jacques
length and depth. We have friends Rousseau's Confessions) and Leo Tolwhose passion for completeness has stoy's Childhood) Boyhood) Youth.
barred them hitherto from the pleasA kind of unity is to be found in
ure of personal acquaintance with
these ten self-revelations. Editor Malsuch books as The Education of ery's brief introduction discusses the
Henry Adams or The Confessions of
pleasures of reminiscence and the
Saint Augustine. Inability to read a
narrative techniques of autobiogracertain foreign language is sometimes
phers preliminary to interpreting
a barrier also, though there are good
this book's sixteen hundred year
translations of such works as The
span, from Augustine to Adams. We
A 'u tobiography of Benvenuto Cellini
do not agree that each of the ten
or Johann Wolfgang von Goethe's
digests includes "the most signifiTruth and Poetry.
cant" (those boastful superlatives
In some measure these handicaps
again!) portions of the complete
opus. We admire, however, the corhave been overcome for modern
readers in the commendable Master- rect emphasis in using exclusively-as
works Series. Masterworks of Eco- representative of this particular subdivision of literary art-those docunomics (see CRESSET} August, 1946)
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ments which are actual records of
inner experiences rather than of outward events. Here are milestones of
warm, human struggle and achievement recounted at first hand. The
fundamental identity of human beings is evident on every page.
What is more, these personal essays
are storehouses of information about
people and events around the world,
in many centuries. Beyond question it
is of deep interest to live vicariously
the universal striving toward Gorl
that was characteristic of the early
Middle Ages, as Augustine shows.
What a thrill to re-live the Italian
Renaissance with Cellini! Pepys takes
us inside Restoration England. Practical Ben Franklin reveals more than
his own longings in his exposition of
the Yankee impulse in colonial and
revolution days in our United States.
We come closer to each age through
the observations of these authors.
Not only are we entertained, but inspired as well-all the way up to
Henry Adams, the intellectual recent
American.
It would be an idle quibble to
argue that other "books-which-menwrite-about-themselves" might more
advantageously replace some here reprinted: e.g., among our favorites
would be John Stuart Mill, or Andrew Dickson White, or Helen Keller, or Lincoln Steffens. A Book of
Great Autobiography by Christopher
Morley and Others would be a useful supplement. But the fact remains
that Masterworks of AutobiO'graphy
is accurate, readable, and intelligently representative of its literary genre.
HERBERT H. UMBACH
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"S. K."
A KIERKEGAARD ANTHOLOGY.
Edited by Robert Bretall. Princeton University Press, Princeton, N.
J. 1946. 487 pages. $5.oo.
translations of the
T worksEnglish
of Soren Kierkegaard
HE

(1813-1855), published by the Augsburg, Oxford, and Princeton University Presses, now run to more than
two dozen volumes.
As a result, the reader who has
heard much and knows little about
the Dane is at a loss where to begin.
It is for him that Mr. Bretall's book
is intended. Seventeen works are represented in the anthology, and as
always in works of this type, not all
Kierkegaard students will be satisfied
with the selections.
Thus, this reviewer's favorite work,
The Concept of Dread, does not appear at all; but perhaps that is beCt~.use the work is so closely knit that
it can hardly be summarized or excerpted, and because The Sickness
unto Death, a related analysis of the
"death instinct," receives thirty pages
(pp. 341-371). More space is devoted
to Either-Or (pp. 21-108) than to any
other single work, with the Concluding Unscientific Postscript coming in
second.
The frontispiece is the picture of
S. K. at his high desk familiar to
readers of Walter Lowrie's longer life
of Kierkegaard (Oxford University
Press, 1938) . There are several disturbing typographical errors, which
are somewhat compensated for, however, by the selected bibliography at
the end of the volume.
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Reinhold Niebuhr has called Kierkegaard "the profoundest interpreter
of the psychology of the religious life
. . . since St. Augustine." Regardless
of whether or not one concurs in
that judgment, a study of Kierkegaard is surely rewarding; it may well
begin, but dare not end, with this
anthology.

Shades of Circuit Riders
RELIGION ON THE AMERICAN
FRONTIER r78;-r84o. Vol. IV,
The Methodists: A Collection of
Source Materials. By William Warren Sweet. The University of Chicago Press, Chicago. 1946. 8oo
pages. $1 o.oo.
recently retired from his
position as professor of the hisH
tory of American Christianity in the
AVING

obvious sympathy that marked his
The Methodist Episcopal Church
and the Civil War (1912), Methodism in American History (1933), and
Men of Zeal: the Romance of American Methodist Beginnings (1935).
Included in the volume are journals
of Methodist frontier preachers, many
letters, and other relevant sources.
Some of them have been printed in
other books and magazines, others
have never appeared before.
Though somewhat specialized for
the usual reader and somewhat expensive-Volume II, 150 pages longer,
costs only $3.50-this volume is certain to remain unchallenged in its
field for many years to come.

Guidebook
EDWIN ARLINGTON ROBINSON. By Yvor Winters. New Directions, Norfolk, Connecticut. 1946.
153 pages. $2.00.

Divinity School of the University of
Chicago, Dr. Sweet is continuing the
publication of his three-volume hisN THIS guidebook to the poems
tory of Christianity in America-one
volume on Religion in Colonial
of Edwin Arlington Robinson,
America has already appeared-as
(1869-1935), Yvor Winters adds an
well as of the collection of sources of important study to New Directions'
which this is the fourth volume.
The Makers of Modern Literature
As a historian, Prof. Sweet has series. His book is valuable for its
selected and edited his sources with discussion of Robinson's background
care: proper names are identified in
and of the influences on his style; for
detail, peculiar and antiquated spell- its practical criticism of some twenty
ings are reproduced accurately, and of his shorter poems, half a dozen of
appropriate bibliographical informa- his poems of medium length, and the
three long Arthurian poems; and for
tion is supplied throughout. There
its more general critical discussions.
is an excellent historical introduction
tracing the development of Method- ' Because, apparently, of copyrights
ism on the frontier, and a compre- and considerations of space, the nuhensive bibliography of other perti- merous specific lines and passages
nent primary and secondary material. referred to by Winters are not inAs a Methodist minister, Prof. cluded in this small volume but are
Sweet has done his job with the same to be found as indicated by page and
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'The Risen Lord
{(And we with holy Church unite,
As evermore is just and right,
In glory to the King of Light:
Alleluia!"
A dying world can only live by TheeIt has a dreadful answer to its hate and lust
In all the horror, shame and waste
That lie like shrouds upon the living deadBut first it must make life a sacrament,
A living, deep and endless hope in Christ.
The conquest of the greed and peacelessness of men
Must be approached across a skull-shaped hill
And by an empty Cross and down a rocky path
To where an open Tomb lies in the lillied light.
By any other way the end of man is death
And all the wars of all heartbroken years
Rise up with bloodied hands and feet
And sightless eyes and twisted minds
To call it horrible and painful truth.
Oh, Christ, Thou Risen Son of God,
\.Vhose blood has made our garments white,
Let not the stain of newer sins, gone power mad,
Spread out and mar the brightness of our robes.
Thou art our Hope-We shall go preaching Thee,
And by Thy Gospel call all men shall know
\\'hat peace can be, and they shall see,
Beyond the shallow trench of life and grave
A Place, secure and free and blest
\.Vhere dwell the men whose labors vast
Have built a world which has both love and peace
Because in Thee there is the Only Source of both.
ADALBERT R. KRETZMANN

Martin Schongauer
(b. about 1450, d. 1491)
The Resurrection of Christ-Engraving
Size 6 Ys x4 Yz in.

Albrecht Duerer
(b. 1471, d. 1528)
The Resurrection (Great Passion)-Woodcut, 1510
Size 15 Ysx10% in.

Hans Leonhard Schaeufelein
(b. about 1480, d. 1539-40)
The Risen Christ appearing to Mary Magdalene-Woodcut from
U. Pinder's Speculum Passionis, 1507
Size 9%x6% in.

Albrecht Altdorfer
(b. about 1480, d. 1538)
The Resurrection of Christ-Woodcut, 1512
Size 9x7 in.

II

I

Jacopo de' Barbari
(worked about 1490-1510)
The Risen Christ-Engraving
Size 7 Ys x3% in.

I

Unknown Florentine Engraver, XV Century
The Resurrection of Christ
Size IO~x8 in.

Domenico Campagnola
(worked about 1511-1562)
The Resurrection of Christ-Engrav.ing, 1517
Size 7 ~ x4 Ys in.
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line in the Collected Poems (Macmillan, 1945) . This slight inconvenience imposed by this arrangement is
offset, however, by the advantage of
having the entire text at hand, so
that one may read the lines preceding and following the ones cited.
Winters finds that this New England poet was little influenced by any
single New England writer; rather,
the whole of the New England atmosphere seems to have affected him.
Furthermore, he seems more closely
related to certain prose writersHenry James, Edith Wharton, Motley, and Parkman-than to his fellow
poets; he shares with them "the plain
style, the rational statement, the psychological insight, the subdued irony,
the high seriousness and the stubborn persistence." The factitious obscurity that makes of many of his
poems a sort of guessing game Winters traces to a widespread Yankee
taste for ingenuity pushed to the
point of eccentricity.
Winters finds Robinson's long
poems inferior to his shorter ones,
but in comparing Lancelot with Tennyson's Idylls of the King he concludes that the construction of Robinson's poem and Robinson's conception of the character of Arthur are
greatly superior to Tennyson's. Even
though a laziness that dogged Robinson-which Winters ascribes in part
to Emerson's doctrine of the sufficiency of inspiration-made him content not to give Lancelot some necessary cutting and revision, it is "one of
the few deeply impressive narrative
poems written in English in more
than two hundred years."

In writing of one of the shorter
poems Winters contrasts Robinson's
work with that typical of the 189o's
and the first two decades of this century: ". . . In a period which is
convinced that thought and poetry
are mutually destructive, that rational structure is a defect in a poem
rather than a virtue, that genuine
poetry must be confused to express a
confused period, that poetry is primarily sensory and depends for its
strength upon large quantities of
sensory imagery, Robinson has written a poem (to mention only this
one) which is rational in general
structure, packed with thought in its
detail, perfectly clear in its meaning
and development, and nearly free
from sensory imagery, and . . . th"is
poem is one of the great poems not
only of our time but of our language."
Winters' study includes a bibliography of Robinson's writings and of
books, articles, and bibliographies
dealing with his work.

Food for Students
TRUMAN SPEAKS: The Principal
Speeches and Addresses of Presi·
dent Harry S. Truman. Edited by
Cyril Clemens, with an introduc·
tion by the Honorable Andrew J.
Higgins. International Mark Twain
Society, Webster Groves, Missouri.
1946. 128 pages. Illustrated. $2.00:

C

INCE

no one is able. adequately

0 to evaluate the virtues and the
faults, the achievements and the fail·
ures, of any President of the United
States without devoting careful atten·
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tion to the public pronouncements
of the man in the White House, Truma_n Speaks has indisputable value
for students of the present administration. From the viewpoint of style
the twenty-six speeches and addresses
contained in the little volume descend to downright mediocrity of
expression far more frequently than
they rise to anything approaching
excellency. This consideration, however, is not of paramount importance.
Champions of Harry S. Truman will
find in the book a large amount of
grist for their mills; opponents will
discover much to attack.
In addition to the speeches and
addresses the volume gives Truman's
voting record as a Senator.
The editor states that "Truman's
dialect is the one used by the rna jority of his fellow countrymen-some
ninety millions of them." He adds,
"It is the one recommended for
nation-wide broadcasting by the
National Broadcasting Company."
Sometimes, he goes on, it is called
Middle Western, sometimes Western,
and sometimes General American.
He concludes, however, that "the last
of the three names is most appropriate" because "the dialect spreads
westward from Philadelphia, going
to California, and on up to Canada."
Yes, the dialect employed by Truman "even cuts across Texas, which
is, linguistically, half Southern and
half General American." After giving
a number of examples which illustrate the President's way of speaking
the editor declares:
But while the warp and woof of Truman's sounds and intonations are Gen-

eral American, his speech is also rather
freely peppered with Southernisms. We
must remember that Missouri is a border
state and that dialects have a way of
gradually merging. That is, geographical boundaries are not always observed
by dialects. And hence if you listen
closely enough to the President's pronunciation, you hear reverberations of
the dialect that is spoken by about
twenty-six millions below the MasonDixon Line.

For Quiet Hours
CHRISTIAN PERFECTION. By
Francois de Salignac de La Mothe
Fenelon. Edited and prefaced by
Charles F. Whiston. Translated by
Mildred Whitney Stillman. Harper
& Brothers, New York. 1947. 208
pages. $1.75.
Fenelon (1651-1715) was
F
one of the leaders of the Roman
Catholic devotional revival of the
RANCOIS

late seventeenth and early eighteenth
centuries and the opponent of Bossuet in the "quietistic" controversy
of the 16go's. The Catholic Encyclopedia terms him "one of the most
attractive, brilliant, and puzzling figures that the Catholic Church has
ever produced" (VI, 38) .
Fenelon's devotional writings and
letters stand in the best tradition of
Roman Catholic mysticism; echoes of
Augustine's Confessions, of the Imitation, and of St. Theresa are audible
throughout. More apparent still is
the influence of deep contemplation
and profound religious insight: these
devotions were born not in the
library or the study, but in the
chapel and the heart. The Protestant
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reader, however, will be interested to
discover almost no trace of Fenelon's
Catholicism in this volume.
Selected by the Presiding Bishop
of the Protestant Episcopal Church
as the Lenten book for 1947, Christian Perfection is divided into fortyone chapters, each requiring but a
few moments to read and affording
much material for meditation.
Devotional readings often miss the
mark of great literature; much good
literature is not very devotional or
even devout. This book is a rare and
refreshing combination whose tone
and price should appeal to all.

The Pockerbrush Hills
THE THRESHER. By Herbert
Krause. The Bobbs-Merrill Company, New York. 1946. 548 pages.
$3.00.
Krause spent the first
H
twenty years of his life on a
farm near Fergus Falls, Minnesota.
ERBERT

He knows from first-hand experience
the never ending struggles and ·the
hard-won triumphs of those men and
women who take their living from
the fertile soil of the Minnesota
wheatlands. The Th resher depicts in
intimate detail the manner of life
in a clannish, coldly religious, and
smugly ingrown community of German-American wheat farmers in the
Pockerbrush Hills of western Minnesota. With deep feeling and unmistakable sincerity Mr. Krause tells the
story of Johnny Schwartz, the orphan
boy who felt a driving need to acquire power and prestige in order

I
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that he might silence the scornful
and tormenting tongues of the community.
V\Thile he was at work on The
Thresher, the author confessed:
The people in the tale have got hold
of me, instead of my getting hold of
them. Johnny Schwartz, threshing his
settings of grain and his neigh bars',
swells with a sense of power; but Time,
the great thresher, is threshing him out,
too. The threshing rig is a symbol of
Time-Time which is here the villain
and the hero.

The Thresher has many excellent
qualities. The characterizations are
authentic and vivid, and Mr. Krause
is completely at home in his subject.
But the book is long and wordy, and
the prose is often awkward and
studied. One cannot escape the conviction that the author would have
done well to trim his novel down a
bit. Many details concerning threshers
and threshing become tiresome
through repetition.
Mr. Krause's first novel, Wind
Without Rain, appeared in 1939. It
was widely acclaimed by readers, reviewers, and literary critics and won
the award offered by the Friends of
American Writers for the best book
to be published in that year by a
midwestern author. At the present
time Mr. Krause is head of the department of English at Augustana
College, Sioux Falls, South Dakota.
His new novel was begun seven years
ago. To encourage and to facilitate
his work on The Thresher he was
granted the University of Minnesota
Regional Writing Fellowship in
June, 1944.
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daughter who is reported to have
of yellow fever on far-off Haiti.
died
LYDIA BAILEY. By Kenneth RobThe susceptible young lawyer has
erts. Doubleday & Company, Inc.,
reason to believe that this report is
New York. 1947. 488 pages. $3.00.
false, and he determines to find
ENNETH ROBERTS' exciting and Lydia. His journey to Haiti marks
colorful new novel is packed
the b eginning of a series of fantastic
with romance, adventure, and his- adventures which take him not only
torical lore. Six years of intensive · to Haiti but to France, to Tripoli,
research-research which included the
and back again to Haiti. In the
translation, by the author and his course of his adventures he learns to
wife, Anna Roberts, of Moreau de know-some as friends, some as eneSt. Mery's Voyage Aux Etats Unis d'
mies-many famous personages of the
Amerique, I793-IJg8-have enabled day, among them sturdy old Samuel
Mr. Roberts to depict with graphic Adams, the fiery Federalist Justice
and authoritative strokes the state of Samuel Chase, the craven and shortaffairs which existed in the infant sighted statesman Tobias Lear, the
nation which called itself the United amazing General William Eaton, the
States of America as well as in other great Negro leader, Toussaint
L'Ouverture, and the brilliant but
parts of the world.
monstrous Negro general, Dessalines.
The story of Lydia Bailey opens in
the year 18oo. The armies of the The outstanding fictional characters
great Napoleon have swept trium- woven into a grandiose plot include
the wise and lovely Lydia, the greatphantly across the face of Europe,
hearted King Dick-who appeared
and Bonaparte has set in motion a
plan to reconquer Haiti in order briefly in Mr. Roberts' earlier novel,
The Lively Lady-and the fabulous
that he may have a strategic base
from which to launch a surprise at- Eugene Leitensdorfer, who was a linguist, Marabout, a monk, an actor,
tack on continental America. The
government of the United States is a doctor, a dervish, a resterateur, a
perturbed over the wanton seizure of prince, and a soldier. Mr. LeitensAmerican ships in the Mediterrane- dorfer's well-nigh incredible experian and by vehement protests against ences enable him to meet any and
every turn of events with calm assurthe infamous Alien and Sedition
ance and an effective plan.
Acts. It is at this time that Mr.
Although Lydia Bailey does not
Bailey's hero, Albion Hamlin, comes
measure up to the best of Mr. Robfrom Maine to Boston to defend a
client who is being tried for an al- erts' widely read historical novels, it
does present a lively and well-doculeged violation of those laws. Albion
loses his case. He loses his heart as mented account of some of the significant happenings in the first and
well; for he falls deeply in love with
a Gilbert Stuart miniature of Lydia decisive years of our history as a naBailey, his client's lovely young tion. The Literary Guild choice for

Long, Long Ago
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January, Lydia Bailey ranks high on
country-wide best-seller charts and
has been promptly and greedily gobbled up by Hollywood.

A Modern Parable
THE ANGELIC AVENGERS. By
Pierre Andrezel. Random House,
New York. 1947. 402 pages. $3.00.
HE

year 1944 was a dark one for

T the people of Denmark. The grip
of the Nazi conqueror was still strong
and tight, and in Denmark, as in
other occupied areas of Europe,
desperate and despairing men and
women lived only for the day when
defeat and retribution would overtake the despised invader. In this
critical period a novel which bore the
title The Roads of Retribution appeared on the newsstands of Copenhagen. This book immediately created a tremendous stir. Soon everyone was reading and discussing it,
not only in Denmark but in other
European countries as well. The
author's name on the title page was
Pierre Andrezel, and no one had ever
heard of a Pierre Andrezel. But the
delighted Danes were not slow in
guessing that this was merely a protective pseudonym adopted by Baroness Karen Blixen, the talented and
accomplished woman who writes in
Danish and in English under the
name Isak Dinesen. The victims of
Nazi oppression were quick to grasp
the full import of the fascinating
novel which, under the innocent
guise of fanciful fiction, was a bold
and brilliant condemnation of Adolf
Hitler and his destructive New Or-

der. The Roads of Retribution was
written with such consummate skill
that the German censors were pinioned on the prickly horns of a
dilemma. If they withdrew or banned
the book, or if they sought to ferret
out the author for summary punishment-which would not have been
difficult-their actions would constitute a tacit admission that they, too,
saw a striking parallel between the
mad clergyman who advocated and
justified the degradation and the destruction of the many as the only
way to maintain the "whiteness" of
the chosen few and their own fanatical proponent of a "master race."
Only a year had passed since the
Danish patriot and playwright Kaj
Munk had been executed because of
his work in the resistance movement
and because his play Niels Ebberson
urged the Danes to attack the invader
at every turn. Now the Gestapo was
helpless to prevent the printing of a
second edition of The Roads to
Retribution. The oppressed read,
chuckled, and waited.
The Angelic Avengers, ·a Book-ofthe-Month Club selection for J anuary, is the English edition of The
Roads to Retribution. Entirely aside
from the symbolism and the symbolic
implications which heartened and
comforted the author's countrymen,
The Angelic Avengers is an absorbing and beautifully written adventure and mystery novel. Although the
theme applies with direct and unmistakable pertinence to the late
unlamented Fuhrer of the Third
Reich, it goes far beyond being a mere
expose and condemnation of the evil
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wrought by one evil man or one
party in one special chapter in the
history of mankind. Clearly and
forcefully we are reminded that evil
comes not only in the form of naked
brute force but that it often assumes
saintly habiliments and seeks to accomplish its ends through guile and
a false and seemingly convincing
show of reason. Just as clearly and
just as forcefully we are reminded
that it has been decreed that ultimately good must triumph over evil.

Keen-Witted Critic
ROBERT SCHUA1ANN ON MUSIC AND MUSICIANS. Edited by
Konrad Wolff. Translated by Paul
Rosenfeld. Pantheon Books, Inc.,
New York. 1946. 274 pages. Illustrated. $3·75·
HE

publication of this valuable

collection of some of Robert
T
Schumann's discussions of music and
musicians was inspired by The New
Friends of Music, and the book is
issued under the sponsorship of this
group in connection with its 1946-47
concert series, in which Schumann's
major works in the field of chamber
music are being presented.
Even if Schumann had not written
a single composition of lasting value,
his critical comments on men of music and what they contributed to the
tonal art would stamp him as an
author worth reading and rereading.
Everyone who has learned about the
career of the famous German composer knows that he plied the trade
of a critic. Unfortunately, however,
the words he wrote are not as widely

known as the compositions that came
from his pen.
One does not gain a sufficiently
clear insight into the achievements of
Schumann unless one studies Schumann the critic as well as Schumann
the composer. Therefore Konrad
Wolff, Paul Rosenfeld, The New
Friends of Music, and Pantheon
Books, Inc., have rendered an invaluable service by making some of the
composer-critic's most trenchant and
most important writings available in
Robert Schumann on Music and Musicians.
As a critic Schumann was alert. He
was keen-witted and forward-looking. He strove to be fair. In a brilliant foreword to the excerpts from
the composer-critic's writings Mr.
Wolff points out that
Schumann decided never to judge his
contemporaries and competitors as a
fellow ~:;omposer: never to allow his personal tastes and preferences to interfere
with the objectivity of his judgment. He
tried, and succeeded, to keep his mind
open to anything that could indicate a
progress in art, no matter how alien to
his nature.
If every critic were, had been,
could be, or could have been as
scrupulous and as broad-minded as
Schumann, the fascinating field of
criticism would be infested with far
fewer noxious weeds than it actually
is. Naturally, Schumann, like every
other human being who takes up his
or her pen to hand down verdicts,
made mistakes and misjudged. No
matter how noble his intentions were,
he could not always avoid spicing
some of his comments with unmistakable bias. He was not fond of
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Bellini's music. Therefore he wrote
on one occasion, "The first two
chords of Beethoven's Eroica . . . .
contain more melody than ten melodies by Bellini." What he wanted to
say, of course, was that Beethoven was
far more important as a melodist
than the Italian. Had he done just
that, no one, it is safe to say, could
have found fault with him; but when
he stooped, somewhat splenetically,
to the arrant nonsense contained in
his aphoristic condemnation of Bellini, he showed that he, too, was subject to the numerous weaknesses inherent in human nature.
Fortunately, however, the utterly
nonsensical S€ntence just quoted is
by no means characteristic of Schumann's critical writings. It is, in fact,
one of the few weeds in a beautiful
and well-tended garden of fiow~rs.
After Schumann had heard Wagner's Tannhiiuser, he wrote to Mendelssohn that the composer of the
opera, "though certainly a brilliant
fellow and full of audacious ideas,"
could "hardly set down (and think
out) a four-measure phrase beautifully or even correctly." Wagner, said
Schumann, was ·"one of those people
who have not learned their harmony
lessons." He thought that the music
of Tannhiiuser was "not a bit better
than Rienzi." Later on, however, he
read the score of the opera. Then he
took back some of the things he had
written to Mendelssohn and said
that "from the stage everything
strikes one very differently." In fact,
Schumann was "quite moved by many
parts" of Tannhiiuser. Nevertheless,
he continued to regard Wagner as
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"a poor musician." He was wrong in
his judgment of the quality of Wagner's musicianship; but he had striven
to be fair and honest. He wrote in all
candor.
· It is refreshing and inspiring to
read Schumann's critical writings.
One discovers many instances in
which the famous man was wrong
and many in which he was rightright or wrong, that is to say, according to verdicts that today are commonly accepted as conclusive.
In addition to numerous excerpts
from Schumann's aphorisms, articles,
surveys, and general observations the
book contains some of the composercritic's discussions of Bach, Haydn,
Mozart, Beethoven, Carl Maria von
vVeber, Schubert, Chopin, Liszt, Berlioz, Mendelssohn, Rossini, Cherubini, Robert Franz, Niels W. Gade,
Franz Lachner, Carl Czerny, Henri
Vieuxtemps, Wagner, Brahms, and
Schumann himself.

Who Is Responsible?
AMERICAN FOREIGN POLICY
IN THE MAKING I932-I940. A
Study in Responsibilities. By
Charles A Beard. Yale University
Press, New Haven. 1946. 336 pages.
$4.00.
Ho was responsible for World ·
War II? Granting that Hitler,
Mussolini, and Hirohito initiated it
through planned acts of aggression,
were they alone responsible? Could
World War II have been prevented
if American foreign policy in the
interwar period had been more realistic and perhaps more honest? Was
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it the "wilful" senators-Lodge,
Borah, Knox, LaFollette-who by killing the League of Nations paved the
way for isolationism which in turn
made possible the rise of Hitler and
Mussolini? Did Wilson himself become indirectly responsible for World
vVar II because he made the League
of Nations a partisan matter? Did
the provision in the Constitution
which requires a two-thirds vote in
the Senate for ratification of treaties
make our entry into the League practically impossible? Just who is responsible? The Roosevelt administration? Republican obstructionists? The
American people as a whole because
of their traditional opposition to
foreign entanglements?
The sub-title of Mr. Beard's eminently readable book is "a study in
responsibilities." If we interpret Mr.
Beard correctly, he does not attempt
to parcel out the war guilt. But he
does resent the arrogance of many in
our country in the interwar period
who after 1939 suddenly went to the
mourners' bench to emerge therefrom as witch-burners of all who had
not experienced the same sudden
conversion to internationalism.
Mr. Beard says in the preface,
"The volume deals with public state·
ments of foreign policy (1932-1940),
not with pronouncements on international morality, or with secret
negotiations, offers, and promises in
foreign affairs." He naturally examines and evaluates in particular the
public utterances of Franklin Roosevelt. What does he find? Precise! y
what we would expect him to find if
we still have a memory of the thirties.

He finds that with respect to foreign
policy Franklin Roosevelt was au
isolationist in this period. He repudiated the League in 1932 to gain
the political support of William Randolph Hearst, arch-isolationist. He
favored the payment of war debts by
our former allies. He lent no support
to the World Economic and Financial Conference. His many domestic
reforms indicated that his first concern was the rebuilding of the American economy. He promoted the
"good neighbor" policy with the Central and South American republics.
It is true, Mr. Roosevelt delivered
the famous "quarantine" speech in
Chicago in 1937. He never sanctioned
Japan's seizure of Manchuria. He
never approved of Japan's invasion
of China. He expressed occasional
concern regarding the rise of Naziism
and therefore promoted aid to England and the invaded European democracies. Yet the fact remains that
in his public utterances he was-at
least ostensibly-an isolationist as late
as 1940. Memory were indeed shortlived if it had already forgotten his
repeated promises made in 1940:
And while I am: talking to you mothers and fathers, I give you one m9re assurance. I have said this before, but I
shall say it again and again and again:
your boys are not going to be sent into
any foreign wars. They are going into
training to form a force so strong that,
by its very existence, it will keep the
threat of war from our shores. The purpose of our defense is defense.

It would be simple to confront Mr.
Roosevelt and his administration
with a dilemma like this: either he
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and his administration believed that
the war was not inevitable and that
Hitler could be kept in check-and
then Pearl Harbor was the result of
incredible stupidity in high places in
Washington; or Roosevelt and the
administration knew that war was inevitable-and then the isolationism
promoted until 1940 was downright
dishonesty and a deliberate attempt
of politicians from Roosevelt down
to deceive the American public. This
reviewer is not ready to posit this
dilemma. Roosevelt-and in reality it
was he who determined American
foreign policy in the period 1932 to
1940-was an individual too manysided, too colorful, too shrewd and
far-sighted to be made out an ignoramus or a deceiver by a simple process of logic. He often demonstrated in
his public addresses that he did not
carelessly burn every bridge behind
him-that was Hitler's mistake. A
careful reading of his reply to Mr.
Hearst in 1932 will make that clear.
Nonetheless-and this is the lesson
American diplomats might learn from
Mr. Beard's book-American foreign
policy from 1932 to 1940 is hardly
deserving of so honorific a term as
"policy." There just was no policy in
the strict sense of the term. What
there was, was much ignorance,
much bungling, much emotionalism,
and some dishonesty. Yet citizens of
a democracy certainly have a right to
expect their political leaders to have
a clearly understood and clearly defined foreign policy. They have a
right also to expect their leaders to
be sufficiently. courageous and daring
to act in accordance with that policy.

Faith in government officials can
grow only in the measur.e in wliich
these officials know what they are expected to know, say what they honestly believe, and act in accordance
with what they know and say. In our
present relations with Russia, this is
the least Americans may rightfully
expect from President Truman and
Secretary Marshall.

The Big City
MONEY TOWN. The Story of Manhattan T o•e: that Golden Mile
which lies between the Battery and
the Fields. By Frederick L. Collins.
G. P. Putnam and Sons. 1946. 327
pages.
HIS

is a book which many will

T enjoy reading. It is history, but
history told in a lively and humorous
manner, sometimes with gusto. It is
primarily the story of people, the
people who from the beginning of
what is now the metropolis of our
country to the present time made
Manhattan what it is. The author
does try to distinguish between that
part of New York City which he calls
Manhattan Toe, that is, the section
below City Hall Park, and the rest
of the city; but it is a distinction
without a difference essentially as
that section is the root and heart of
it all.
The title of the book sets forth
the author's real theme. From the
time when the city was called New
Amsterdam, founded and occupied
by the Dutch, through the period
when it was an English possession
and became New York, down to our
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own day, it has always been a money
town. The profit motive has been
dominant from the start and is of
course not lacking now that it has
become the "most powerful money
town of any nation in any age." It
goes without saying that the author
pays much attention to the men who
generation after generation were the
financial leaders and wizards of the
bustling community.
His pen pictures of the men who
built the great fortunes in and from
their foothold on Manhattan Toe
are sharply drawn. He does not hesitate to pass judgment and expose
cupidity, ruthlessness, and other
vicious sins, like avarice and theft;
but he makes a sincere effort to be
just and fair and does not fail to
praise honesty and integrity and uprightness when he finds them. We get
excellent portraits of men like John
Jacob Astor, Cornelius Vanderbilt,
Russell Sage, E. H. Harriman, J.
Pierpont Morgan and many others.
The story of course is not only
about the men who made and lost
fortunes. Civic leaders, politicians,
statesmen, generals, society ladies,
etc., come in for their part in the
growth and development of Manhattan Toe. The importance of the
port of New York, the building of
the Erie Canal, the coming of the
railroads-all receive due consideration. One feels the throbbing pulse
of the great city as it spreads and
sprawls out and begins to wield an
influence that finally becomes worldwide.
The illustrations in the book are
profuse and in themselves show the

march of time and the result it had
on what was once an insignificant
Dutch village and is now the largest
city in the world.
According to Mr. Collins no one
knows for sure what "Manhattan"
means. Of the various explanations
he gives, one is that Henry Hudson
and his men met the Indians and
established friendship with them on
Manhattan Island. The occasion
called for a celebration. The white
men provided the liquor and toasted
the health and happiness of their
new friends. The Red Men responded by drinking the white man's drink
which was new to them. Before long
the entire group was more or less
inebriated. The Indians therefore
called the place "Manahachtanienk,"
or as we say "Manhattan," which
means in the Delaware language ''the
place where we all got drunk."
Whether that is the true meaning
and whether it had any prophetic
implications for the future of the city
founded on that spot later, the author
leaves to the decision of the reader.

For the Captives, Liberty
DACHAU SERMONS. To Proclaim
the Acceptable Year of the Lord.
By Martin Niemoeller. Translated
by Robert H. Pfeiffer. Harper
Brothers, New York and London.
1946. 97 pages. $1.50.
s

THIS

review is being written,

Martin Niemoeller is concluding
A
his visit to our country. He has
spoken before large audiences in various parts of our land. He has been
well received by our people. The sev-
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eral efforts made to discredit him
proved to be duds. The American
public has played fair with Martin
Niemoller.
Those who were privileged to see
and hear him and his wife had an
unforgettable experience. They saw
in the flesh the man, of slight build
and ascetic in appearance, who had
dared defy Adolf Hitler when he was
at the height of his power; the man
whom Hitler might imprison but
whom he was afraid to kill; the man
whose spirit remained unbowed in
spite of years behind the barbed-wire
enclosure of a vicious concentration
camp; the man who has now dedicated the remaining years of his life
to the stupendous task of lifting his
people, crushed to earth, so that they
may by the grace of God become a
better nation and be able once more
to stand side by side with other nations, respected and admired by the
family of mankind.
Martin Niemoeller is a humble
man and sincere. As a Lutheran pastor he sensed the fundamentally antiChristian character of the Nazi program, and was constrained to witness
against it come what may. This finally carried him into the concentration camp at Dachau, where after
almost eight years of confinement,
for some unknown reason, he received permission to conduct services.
Before a small group composed of a
Dutch cabinet minister, two Norwegian shippers, a British major, a
Yugoslav diplomat, and a Macedonian journalist-a rather unique
congregation-Martin Niemoeller
preached the sermons that are col-
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lected in this volume. The first was
on Christmas Eve, 1944. Others followed at irregular intervals: on New
Year's Eve, 1944; on Septuagesima
Sunday, Reminiscere Sunday, Maundy Thursday, and Easter Monday,
1 945·
The original title of the collection
i& the sub-title of the American and
British edition. The English translation by Robert H. Pfeiffer of Harvard Divinity School reads very well.
The reader of these sermons must
remember the circumstances under
which they were prepared and delivered, about as unusual, one might
say as fantastic, a set of circumstances
as could be imagined. To fail to do
so would be to omit any just basis
for a fair evaluation of the preacher's words.
For all Pastor Niemoeller and his
"congregation" knew at the time,
they were doomed men. They would
never again breathe the fresh air of
freedom. They were facing certain
death, if not by outright execution
then by disease or malnutrition. The
preacher was a doomed man addre~s
ing himself to speak to doomed men.
We can appreciate therefore the
glorious significance of the original
title, To Pmclaim the Acceptable
Year of the Lord) taken from Isaiah
61. These words follow the sentence:
"To proclaim liberty to the captives
and the opening of the prison to
them that are bound."
In his sermons the captive preacher
turned the eyes of his fellow captives
from their physical prison to a spiritual imprisonment far worse even
than Dachau and then pointed their
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gaze on Him who alone can give the
glorious liberty of the children of
God. The sermons are simple,
straightforward, down-to-earth. There
is no idle philosQphizing, no bitter
inveighing against the evil forces
that have put the hearers where they
were, no theological verbiage, no
toning down the message of the
Word to sinners. The preacher spoke
plainly of sin and grace, of man's
total depravity and his inability to
work out his own salvation. He spoke
earnestly, even yearningly, as he
showed them God's love for man in
Christ Jesus. He is still the living
Christ. Because He lives they have a
living hopei
It is fortunate that the present edition of these sermons was off the
press in time to be read by our people while Martin Niemoeller was in
our midst, or that they are available
now that our people have seen and
heard him. They give us a real insight into the man's heart and help
us understand him and his faith.
What is just as important, perhaps
more so, is that his sermons contain
the message which America also
needs to hear. Though once delivered to only six people, they now
speak to the whole world, a world
confused, groping, hoping.

Experiment in Democracy
HAWAII'S JAPANESE. By Andrew
W. Lind. The Princeton University Press. 1946. $3.00.
of the hopeful signs of the
war was the lack of prej0udicerecent
against people whose forefathNE

ers had come from nations with which
we were at war. But when we say
"lack of prejudice," we must allow
for one significant exception. There
was, both on the west coast and in
the Hawaiian Islands, a pronounced
prejudice against the Japanese, even
against those Japanese of the second
and third generation in America.
Most of us can remember stori~s that
were circulated shortly after Pearl
Harbor about the role the Japanese
in Hawaii were alleged to have
played in the attack. Dr. Lind, a resident of Hawaii for the past twenty
years, has analyzed these stories, along
with a great many other charges that
have been made against the Japanese
people in the islands, and finds what
one usually finds in an analysis of
this kind: that the · few have caused
the many to suffer.
It is true, of course, that the older
Japanese have retained many of the
mores and ideals of Japan. But their
children seem to have adopted to a
remarkably large extent what we
refer to glibly, and often without any
real understanding of what we are
saying, as the American outlook. The
problem of living side by side with
the Japanese thus becomes more and
more a matter of trying to overcome
the racial prejudice which is latent
in every one of us and which is the
more virulent because it is all ti.ed
up with our emotions rather than
with our reasoned thinking.
Dr. Lind has sub-titled his book,
"An Experiment in Democracy." The
Hawaiians of all races and nationalities came through their experiment
rather well, much better indeed than
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their compatriots on the mainland
among whom it might have been
supposed that there would be fewer
factors to cause the experiment to
fail.

Disillusionment
MR . BLANDINGS BUILDS
DREAM HOUSE. By Eric
gins. Illustrations by William
Simon and Schuster, New
1946.

HIS
HodSteig.
York.

is such a thing as humor
that makes one weep, this is it.
For Mr. Blandings is none other
than our old fri end, John Q. Citizen,
caught in another one of those situations that make the perils of Pauline
sound almost mundane.
Poor Mr. Blandings has a dream.
He's going to fix himself a little
place in the country, far from the
madding crowd's ignoble strife. It's
not going to be anything elaborate,
just a place where he and the wife
can grow old together amid trees,
flowers, the warm sunshine, and
swarms of little birds knocking themselves out in song. There will be a
bright little kitchen for Mrs. Blandings, a place for the children to play,
a retreat for Mr. Blandings when the
advertising world has been too much
with him.
But-well, there are a great many
intermediate steps between the dream
and the fulfillment and every one of
those intermediate steps involves
money as a minimum and legal proceedings, architectural drawings, and
fights with the historical society as
little extras included to test the fab-
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ric of the dream and the mettle of
the dreamer. And the wonder of it
all is not that the dream finally materialized as something rather different from its original form but that
it materialized at all.
Readers of Fortune will remember
that Mr. Blandings first appeared in
that magazine last year. This book is
a kind of elaboration on the original
story and one has the feeling that
Mr. Hodgins, who knows whereof he
writes, could elaborate still further
if he wished to tell everything he
knows. It is probably just as well
that he doesn't. After all, the dream
of a little house out in the country
is one of the few dreams that are
left to us and just a few more pages
of Mr. Blandings might easily kill
that last sweet dream.

Confusing
YOUR VOCATIONAL GUIDE TO
THE IDEAL JOB. By Alfred
Uhler. Wilfred Funk, Inc., New
York. 1947. 204 pages. $2.50.
past few years we have noticed a veritable plethora of
"sure" aids in finding that ideal job.
A few possess real value, but many
do not. In this area it is well to
"investigate before you invest." How
many "consulting psychologists" or
"vocational guidance counselors" are
capitalizing on the fact that the general public is becoming conscious of
occupational misfits, is difficult to
tell. But their number is increasing
at a tremendous rate.
If you believe you are a square peg
in a round hole, i.e., in the "wrong"
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type of work, you may consult a
counselor. For a mere $25 or $5o he
will diagnose your difficulty and
forthwith give you the right answer.
If you do not wish to pay that much,
you may purchase a book-perhaps
this book-and do the job yourself.
In Chapter I you will find that you
are dominated by one of the four
"primitive emotional drives" : Senseperception, construction, cunostty,
creativity. Then you take the tests in
Chapter II to find your particular
drive. All you need to do is answer
"yes" or "no" to certain questions.
In this chapter you also find tests
that determine how you make deci sions. You may have an imperative
(prone to make snap judgments), a
deliberative, or an adaptive (a yes
man) will. Next, you determine b y a
test whether you are practical or
imaginative. Then you follow witli a
word-association test, to learn about
the "scope of your mind."
If you haven't become weary by
this time, you go all the way back to
childhood and find what interested
you most- Then check the occupation
which comes closest to it. Finally you
test yourself to see how well adjusted
you are to life. If you are running
away from somebody or somethingor, instead, fighting-you are afraid.
The tests will tell you what you fear.
Then you simply overcome that fear,
and lo, you are no longer neurotic.
In order to accomplish this difficult
task, you substitute a true mental
image for a false one. Night after
night you contemplate on the source
of your false mental image and resolve to replace it with a positive

image. In this way you compel the
unconscious to do your bidding. Now
you have found the "way to power."
Are you confused by all this? Small
wonder, for that will no doubt be
the general reaction among those
who will spend several evenings with
the book.
M. J. Jox

Hillbilly Anthology
TALES FROM THE PLUM
GROVE HILLS. By Jesse Stuart.
E. P. Dutton and Company, New
York. 1946. 256 pages. $2.75
in his stories he raised all
to the level of kings was
said by G. K. Chesterton of Sir
Walter Scott. Jesse Stuart, while not
overlooking in his Tales the meanness and sordidness that is present in
Kentucky mountain life, nevertheless
allows his characters to appear in the
light of their own ideals; so seen,
th ey strongI y re semble bands of
heroic clansmen or heroes of ancient
tournaments. Grandpa in his barefoot onslaught on the snake transforms the incident into a fight against
a traitorous enemy whom he had
righteously hated for fifty years. Unconscious of the economic stupidity
and the cruelty involved, the mountaineers throw into their frogtrouncin's all the zest of the hero
who alone the brand can wield and
of the knight defending name and
honor. The bigoted Mountain Baptists become a sort of Greek chorus
as they toil through the snow up the
steep mountain side to perform an
annual memorial ceremony at the
grave of one of the brethren.
HAT
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Twenty of Stuart's tragi-comic short
stories about various doings in the
back hills of Kentucky are included
in this volume. They were originally
published in magazines, including
Esquire, Ha1-per's Magazine, Story,
and the Atlantic Monthly during the
period 1938-45.
Stuart is a product of the environment that he describes. After worling his way through college he obtained a Guggenheim Fellowship,
which enabled him to study in
Europe. During the war he was a
naval officer, but at its close he re·
turned to Kentucky. His stories of
his home state would be of more
interest if he attempted to show the
interrelations of the sordidness with
the aristocratic idealism. As surface
sketches of character, however, and
as accounts of surprising incidents
they are interesting and enlightening.

From Latin America
RESIDENCE ON EARTH. By Pablo
Neruda. Translated by Angel
Flores. New Directions, Norfolk,
Connecticut. 1946. 205 pages. $3.50.
left-hand pages are seO lected poems
in Spanish by the
N

THE

distinguished Chilean poet; on the
right-hand pages are remarkably
faithful English translations. This
volume is on the same high plane
of content and translation that characterized the Anthology of Contemporary Latin American Poetry issued
by New Directions a few years ago.
As a North American travels south
of the Mexican border, he is apt to
be struck rather forcibly at times,
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and often to his embarrassment, with
the fact that the traffic in literature
between North and South America is
woefully and preponderantly oneway. Our good neighbors and friends
read widely of our country's literature, both in English and in Spanish
or Portuguese translations. We neither flatter them nor serve ourselves
with our general ignorance of the
past and contemporary literature of
America South.
N eruda deserves to be known in
our land. His free verse has the sweep
of that form as well as the intimacy
of detail and economy of expression
which poets of all ages have led us to
expect. Many of the poems deal directly and indirectly with the tragedy
of Spain; the poet was in Madrid
during the Civil War, and his hatred
of fascism comes from first-hand
knowledge. These are white hot
poems from a pen on fire. Even nature is ignited, with a "geranium
burning over the grave." The songs
of Chile are calmer, the poet writing
of his "slim fatherland" with much
emotion and obvious love.
All of Neruda's poems are completely secular, and for him residencia en la tierra seems to be the beginning and the end. There is a
hopelessness and loneliness pervading
them, that heavy feeling of futility
·which seems to be lifted from man
only when he is sitting quietly with
his brothers in a pew, or saying a
private prayer wherever he may be.
Perhaps Pablo Neruda ought to have
a long, serious talk with his compatriot, the great Gabriela Mistral.
A. WEHLING
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man, and man's present difficulties
are due to an overemphasis on intelligence at the expense of the still
higher moral and spiritual capacities
with which he is also gifted. Man's
R. ou Nouy is a French scientist
destiny is to bridle the promptings
of international repute. While
that hark back to his animal ancestry
he is primarily a biologist, he has by developing his moral and spiritual
also done notable work in mathema- . nature. In using his God-given freetics, physics, and medicine. In ad- dom to this end he will hasten the
dition he has concerned himself with
achievement of the ultimate aim
philosophical problems, especially which God has set the whole process
those that arise out of science. This of evolution.
volume may be regarded as an effort
Du Noiiy is interested in Chrison his part to arrive at a synthesis of
tianity only in so far as its morality
all his thinking.
and its trust in divine guidance is
Du Noiiy believes that the reason
concerned. He gives no place to the
why many modern men go through mercy of God in Christ, the Savior of
life with a sense of uneasiness and
sinners. He has, therefore, no mesfutility is that the mechanistic world sage for Christians in the spiritual
view which they have accepted in the
field, and he admits as much. The
name of science has robbed them of book, however, offers so clear an exall faith in a human destiny that planation of the nature and limitacould give meaning and content to
tions of science and so convincing an
their existence. He undertakes to
exposition of the results of cultivating the intellect at the expense of
show that an unbiased critical examithe heart and the soul that it may
nation of the methods and results of
science indicates that there are no well help to loosen or break the hold
grounds for regarding man as a mere
which the mechanistic philosophy has
physico-chemical mechanism but that,
gained on so many a mind. In literaon the contrary, there is every rea- ry quality Human Destiny ranks high.
son to consider him a being whom
A few quotations:
God has endowed with free will and
Intuition disposes of a much greater
to whom He has assigned a unique field of action than does reason, and
destiny. The argument proceeds on purely intuitive religious faith is a much
the basis of an unquestioning accept- more efficacious human lever than sciance of evolution as an established ence or philosophy. Action follows confact-not, indeed, a mechanical evo- viction, not knowledge.
Surprising results would probably be
lution, but one planned and guided
observed if our rational instruction could
by God. In the course of evolution,
be combined in school with a broad reit is argued, new characteristics ligious instruction conforming to anemerge which are not results of what cient Christian principles, but so far this
preceded. So intelligence emerged in has only been tried in a small number

Intellectual Synthesis

HUMAN DESTINY. By Lecomte du
Noiiy. Longmans, Green and Co.,
New York. 1947. 289 pages. $3.50.
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of establishments devoted to higher education.
Nothing permanent is built which is
not the consequence of a deep previous
transformation in the individual soul,
and ... this transformation must be the
goal of all [man's] efforts.

Gamut of Humor
A TREASURY OF LAUGHTER.
Edited by Louis Untermeyer.
Simon and Schuster, New York.
1946. 712 pages. $3·95·
~INCE

"humor suffers violently, al-

0 most fatally, in translation,"
Untermeyer has confined himself, in
this anthology of humor, to English
and American sources. Seventy-two
authors are represented, mainly by
stories, though there is a sprinkling
of verse. At intervals there are intercalated clusters of tall tales, anecdotes, Irish bulls, limericks, jokes,
and the like-always in small doses,
so as not to jade the appetite. As a
result the book can be read without
surfeit for hours at a time-which is
rarely the case with anthologies.
The whole gamut of humor is covered, from the subtle type which
generates only an inward appreciation unaccompanied by outward signs
to the kind that will make all who
are not highly bilious laugh aloud
and water at the eyes. There are old
favorites; but he who does not find
a goodly number of gems that are
new to him must be widely read, indeed, in the field. Of course, tastes
differ. A few of the selections bored
us deeply; someone else may consider these especially fine, and we
will grant him that he may still be

a tolerably good citizen and perhaps
become president of a Rotary Club.
But on John Collier's "Another
American Tragedy" we are not open
to argument. Anybody who regards
that nightmare as funny should without fail see a psychiatrist. And that
goes for Louie too.
The humor of the book is in general clean and wholesome, with what
seemed to us two regrettable exceptions. There is also a "radio pia y"
(of all things) which is both irreverent and asinine. It is our conviction
that a writer who can be humorous
only at the expense of the religious
sensibilities of others is a mighty
poor stick. How Untermeyer could
give space to this sorry piece is beyond us.

Modern Cicero
WINSTON CHURCHILL'S SECRET SESSION SPEECHES.
Compiled by Charles Eade. Simon
and Schuster, New York. 1946.
$2.00.
HESE

five speeches of Britain's old

T Roman will be required reading
for any future historian of World
'\!\Tar II. They are not the sonorously
eloquent oratory with which Mr.
Churchill goaded his people on during the awful days when Britain
stood alone against what seemed insuperable odds, but the unstudied
eloquence of a brave and resolute
leader who knew how dark the picture was and yet would not give in
to despair.
The speeches were delivered to
secret sittings of the House of Commons. The first of these sittings was
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just after the fall of France when it
It may be, as some are saying, that
seemed that nothing could prevent
World War II marked the beginning
Hitler from making quick work of of the end of the British Empire. If
Britain. The second took place three
it is true, few empires have quit the
months later when Mr. Churchill had
stage as nobly and as courageously.
information which indicated that And if Mr. Churchill spoke as the
Hitler might be planning an immirepresentative of a dying empire, the
nent invason of Britain and when it
world may well ask what we have to
seemed advisable to make some sort
take the place of the doughty little
of arran gem en ts for safeguarding Parisland which, with its back against
liament. The third sitting was called
the wall, was still able to take everyto receive a directive issued by Mr.
thing the enemy could dish out and
Churchill as minister of defense for
even manage to thumb its nose at
him.
the prosecution of the Battle of the
Atlantic.
The two final speeches of the series will hold a larger interest for
Literary By-Path
American readers because they conTHE WOLF IN NORTH AMERcern matters which hold a more imICAN HISTORY. By Stanley Paul
mediate interest for us. The first of
Young. The Caxton Printers, Ltd.,
these is a report on the fall of SingCaldwell, Idaho. 1946. $3.50.
apore and the general question of
the war in the Pacific. And the latter
HE world of books, always a fascinating world, is the more despeech concerns ~e landings in
North Africa, particularly the polit- lightful because one never knows
ical implications of the arrangements when he will run across a book such
made by General Eisenhower with
as this, a book about a subject which
regard to Admiral Darlan.
would hardly occur to any but a fe,\7
There is in all of Mr. Churchill's
people in the ordinary routine of
living. To this reviewer at least, the
utterances a curiously Ciceronian
quality, an old-fashioned use of words wolf has always been just a sort of
and phrases which, in less capable
name, a word he could spell and
hands, could sound terribly trite and
define in dictionary terms but nothaffected. Perhaps it was these very
ing more. Mr. Young opens up a
qualities which made his words so
whole new view in his book. And
effective. They were trite in the sense • the wolf emerges as an animal of
that any oft-repeated truth seems trite
some consequence in North Amerand they were affected in the sense
ica, especially during the days when
that any noble expression is likely man was trying to take the continent
away from Nature.
to sound affected in an age when
Mr. Young qualifies as an authorinobility of character and purpose is
so rare that we are inclined to doubt
ty on the subject by virtue of his long
it even when we see it.
experience in those branches o£ the
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Interior Department which are most
concerned with wild-life and its control. At present, he is senior biologist
of the fish and wild-life service. His
writing is scholarly, but not dull.
In places, he is perhaps too meticulous in his detail for the average lay
reader but his subject matter is, fortunately, sufficiently interesting to
make even the long and detailed
quotations from his sources good
reading.
It would be unfair both to Mr.
Young and to the reading public to
recommend this book without qualification. It is recommended to that
rapidly diminishing handful of people whose intellectual curiosity leads
them into all sorts of side roads
which have no important destination
but provide interesting scenery by
the way. It is not recommended to
those who feel that all reading must
show a profit in terms of their particularized interest. To put it another
way, this book is for those who still
feel a warm and pleasurable glow
every time they are able to say honestly, "Well, that's something I never
knew before."

Genius or Phoney?
PICASSO. THE RECENT YEARS,
I939-r946. By Harriet and Sidney
Janis. Doubleday and Company,
New York. 1946. 211 pages. $7.50.
ccoRDING to Picasso "portraits
should possess not physical, not
A
spiritual, but psychological likeness."
Presumably they are to be viewed not
only with the eye, but with the
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"mind's eye." It is difficult enough
for an ordinary man to use his mind
to think with; when he is asked to
see with it too he may become angry,
or laugh out loud, or go out and
buy a good reproduction of The
Angelus. Gertrude Stein admitted
that she understood Picasso, but that
is of little help to the ordinary man
because he can't understand her.
Picasso's curious works obviously are
not meant for the ordinary man anyway. The usual criteria regarding
painting cannot be applied.
Edward Alden Jewell of the New
Y cnk Times, who should know, describes the products of Picasso's "recent years" as "little better than
disastrous," and as being "monstrous
distortions." Picasso would admit that
he is producing "distortions" because
he sets out to do just that, but he
would also insist that these are "psychological likenesses."
It would be easy to dismiss this
most controversial of modern painters as a colossal phoney. It would
also be easy, as some do, to elevate
his works to the artistic stratosphere
where art is completely "intellectualized" (and, ironically, completely
unintelligible). As a member of the
Communist party, Picasso will have
to use some other means than painting to propagandize the workers of
the world.
The authors of this volume have
'\-\Titten a laudatory account of the
war years, and a somewhat starryeyed "explanation." Following this
introduction are 135 plates (5 in full
color) and photographs, representing
the latest phase of Picasso's output.
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Those interested in modern painting will find ~ more detached account of the painter in Picasso. Fifty
Years of I-Iis Art by Alfred H. Barr,
Jr. (Simon and Schuster).
A. WEHLING

Below Par
THE jOURNALS AND LETTERS
OF THE LITTLE LOCKSMITH.
By Katherine Butler Hathaway.
Illustrated by the Author. CowardMcCann, Inc., New York. 1946. 395
pages. $3·75·
o

who have read and adHathaway's intimate
autobiography, The Little Locksmith)
this volume, published after the
author's death, will be a distinct disappointment. In The Little Locksmith) the reader was impressed not
only by Mrs. Hathaway's sensitivity,
but also by her awareness of beauty,
her courage in fighting illness, and
by her ability to write beautiful
prose. Had she lived, she probably
would have given her letters a thorough going-over before letting them
appear in print; perhaps she would
even have forbidden their publication.
One of the most noticeable characteristics of her correspondence, at
least of that part presented in this
volume, is its almost total lack of
humor. It is natural enough for anyone to be concerned with the affairs
of his own heart, soul, and mind, but
Mrs. Hathaway assumed that her
friends were vitally interested in hers.
She held back nothing in her letters,
and her disclosures are often embarTHOSE

T mired Mrs.

rassing to the reader. She speaks of
herself as an artist with the true artistic soul, goes on at great length
about· her poignant (she was feeling
poignant most of the time) pangs
after having been deserted by three
lovers in fairly rapid succession, and
finally gets "religion" with a bang,
and then requests her husband, in a
very stuffy letter, not to scoff at her.
In the letters addressed to Catharine Huntington, Mrs. Hathaway
keeps her friend very well informed
concerning every mental anguish.
One night she feels horrible, the
next day a little better, and oh me,
the day after that! The letters written to the two important Japanese
gentlemen in Mrs. Hathaway's earlier
life are very similar in thought and
content, and it is sometimes difficult
to tell to which of the two she is
pouring out her protestations of love
and fidelity. The few letters which
Mrs. Hathaway wrote to her husband
are rather surprising. The reader
may wonder why Dan did not burn
them long ago, for in them his wife
writes to him as one would write
to a not overly-intelligent child, explaining to him such simple matters
as the keeping of the family's accounts and telling him rather naively
that God is pretty good after all to
anyone who is willing to give Him
an even break.
Besides the letters and some jottings from Mrs. Hathaway's journal,
the volume includes a rather long
account of her stay in the Haute
Savoy. Having gone to that region
in search of truth and beauty, the
author flung discretion to the winds
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and set up housekeeping with another girl and two young French
workmen. The pleasant little idyll
ended in distressing failure for reasons not made too clear to the reader.
Money and sex apparently reared
their ugly heads.
This reviewer, who considers The
Little Locksmith a masterpiece, found
only disappointment in Mrs. Hathaway's latest volume. It lacks the style
of the earlier work, it is carelessly
edited, and it demonstrates that its
author was very much shallower than
her one masterpiece would lead anyone to believe.
PATTERSON MCLEAN FRIEDRICH

Epic of Journalism
AN AMERICAN DYNASTY. By
John Tebb el. Doubleday and Company. 1947. $3.00.
HREE of America's most widelypapers-the Chicago Tribune, the N ew York News, and
the Washington Times-Herald-are
owned by one family, a family which
Mr. Tebbel calls an American dynasty. The fact that one family should
have so strong a hold upon American
opinion is in itself a matter for reasonable anxiety.
One does not have to accept Mr.
Tebbel's own political and social
leanings to follow his arguments. One
can be an isolationist (or nationalist,
depending upon one's point of view)
and still see in any "personal journalism" a threat to our national thinking. No one would deny an editor
the right to say, in his editorial col-
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umns, whatever he chooses to say.
But Col. McCormick and his cousins
carry their editorializing in to the
front page where the reader may
reasonably expect to find facts, unvarnished and complete.
A geographer might see in the conservatism and the isolationism of the
McCormick-Patterson press a response
to the physical isolation of the Midwest from the other great centers of
human activity, an isolation which
is only now beginning to break down
in the face of air travel and its coincident re-orientation of routes of communication. Certainly the roots of
this school of journalism are laid in
an age which is now past beyond recall, an age when the Medills and
the McCormicks could flourish in the
splendid isolation of a Chicago which
was as remote from Europe or even
the east coast as Kabul is from Buenos Aires in our own day.
On the credit side, one must admit, however, that the Tribune and
its sister papers have never said Yes
when they meant No. The courage
of the Medills and the McCormicks
and the Pattersons has never been
challenged, nor for that matter, have
very many people challenged their
sincerity. The regrettable thing about
the whole situation is that, with all
of their courage and sincerity, they
seem to have a penchant for being
on the wrong side most of the time
and Mr. Tebbel's study helps to explain why that should be. Anyone
who is at all concerned with the role
of the press, and its power for good
or bad, in America will find An
American Dynasty worth studying.
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------------------------~~·------------------------an Anglican priest, adds this one on
Justus Falckner (1672-1723?), the
first Lutheran pastor to be ordained
in the New World. Although the author has examined most of the significant sources, his edifying purpose
often interferes with his historical
writing, which takes for granted many
constructions long since exploded,
like Ritschl's thesis on Pietism, and
which comes in a style that leaves
much to be desired for smoothness.
As the only biography of Falckner to
be had, however, Clark's work can be
used with profit, though with discrimination.

MY SAN FRANCISCO
A Wayward Biography. By Gertrude Atherton. Bobbs-Merrill Co.,
Indianapolis and New York. 1946.
333 pages. $3.50.
o

ONE

who, like this reviewer, was

born and reared within sight of
T
the Golden Gate, this book comes
like a refreshing breeze off the Pacific. It is no discredit to the book or
to its noted author to grant that it
may have somewhat less appeal to
the hapless millions who have never
inhaled San Francisco's invigorating
fog, or ridden its historic cable cars,
or viewed the incomparable panorama from Twin Peaks. This is a book
about San Franciscans, by a San
Franciscan, for those who love San
Francisco. May their tribe increase!

READER'S COMPANION
Edited by Louis Kronenberger. The
Viking Press, New York. 1945.
$2.00.
HE

going to satisfy everybody. Mr. Kronenberger has made his collection
broad enough that practically anybody whose literary tastes are at all
developed will find something that
he likes in the Reader's Companion.
And this anthology is actually port-

By Delber Wallace Clark. The
Muhlenberg Press, Philadelphia,
Pa. 1946. 180 pages. $2.50.
o

THE

only thing one can be sure of

T in any anthology is that it is not

THE WORLD OF JUSTUS
FALCKNER

ever-increasing number of

monographs on early Lutherans
T
in America, the late Delber Clark,
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able. One can take it with him on
the train without having to leave a
couple of shirts out of his suitcase
so that there will be room for it.
Most of what Mr. Kronenberger
has included will be very familiar to
the kind of people who buy anthologies. The range of subject is broadfrom Plato to Dorothy Parker, from
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Dostoevski to the prolific Anonymous. And to add to the pleasure of .
the reading, the book is set in a firm,
legible type which can best be described as "neat."
The Viking Press has done the
reading public another favor in publishing so thoroughly readable a volume.
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7o,ooo to z, by Quentin Reynolds

*
*

_ _ _I
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*Golden Earrings, by Yolanda Foldes
*The Unforeseen, by Dorothy McCardle
*As He Saw It, by Elliott Roosevelt
*Women, Inc., by Jane Kesner Morris
*Man: An Autobiography, by George
R. Stewart
*I Lave Miss Tilli Bean, by Ilka
Chase
*The World Today, by Nicholas M.
Butler
*The Dark Wood, by Christine Weston
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*Roses and Buckshot, by James M.
Flagg
*Soviet Philosophy, by John Somerville
*Cross on the Moon, by John Hewlett
Year One, by Elizabeth Delehanty
*If You Ask Me, by Eleanor Roosevelt
*White House Physician, by ViceAdmiral Ross T. Mcintire
*The Crater's Edge, by Stephen Bagnall
*My Tale Is Twisted! by Colonel
Stoopnagle

*

Disenchanted
Tonight I caught a sliver
Of moonbeam in my hand.
Across the bridge, over the river,
And through the night-cool sand
I ran with it clutched tight,
To seal it in a slender jar
And save it for the night
When no moon shines, and no bright star.
But my moonbeam was a fleeting thing,
A fragile silver flame,
And it slipped through my fingers
like wind in spring,
And ended my faery-game.
-LAuRA RascHKE

Motion Picture
THE CRESSET

evaluates one of the world's most powerful forces

lfN The Art of the Motion Pic- in New York City. In May, 1946,
Jl rure (Coward-McCann, Ne"" M. Benoit-Levy was appointed DiYork. 1946. 263 pages. $3.50) Jean rector of Films and Visual EducaBenoit-Levy, eminent French tion for the United Nations.
M. Benoit-Levy believes that
writer, director, and producer, offers us a valuable and compre- films, to be truly effective, must
hensive survey of the many phases be honest, sincere, and "close to
of this fascinating and significant daily life." He says:
medium for the diffusion of huA truly sincere film will affect peoman thought. M. Benoit-Levy's ple of every class, every country, and
career in the motion-picture field even of every period. No matter what
has been a distinguished one. In the language of the film, the public
France he directed and produced knows when the latter is lying and
many excellent films, including when it is telling the truth. . .. A
film author should take pride in sayPasteur~ La Maternelle~ and no.ing: "Here is my country! This is
tably Balle ,rina~ the outstanding what we think, this is how we live!"
picture which won for him Le And the foreign spectator will say to
Grand Prix du Cinema at the himself: "There is France, there is
Paris International Exposition in Russia, there is America," or what1937. M. Benoit-Levy was former- ever country originated the film. In
ly a professor at the Ecole N a- that case, the motion picture will
tionale de Cinematographie in have fulfilled its universal mission,
Paris, and he has served with dis- for it will have introduced the peotinction in the French ministries ple of the world to each other. It
will have brought them face to face
of war and education. He has
with each other's customs, cultures,
held executive positions in many daily actions and gestures, in all honfilm organizations, and from 1941 esty and without deception. And for
to 1946 he was a professor at the the first time, men will discover how
New School for Social Research, much they resemble each other.
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A strict observance of M. BenoitLevy's excellent precept would go
far in correcting many harmful
and popular misconceptions regarding the national life of this
and other nations.
Honesty, sincerity, and a close
relationship to our daily lives are
to be found in unusual measure
in Samuel Goldwyn's fine picture
The Best Years of Our Lives
(RKO-Radio, William Wyler).
Expert direction, fine acting, a
well-chosen cast, and a well-made
and commendably restrained
script have gone into the making
of this tender and absorbing story
of the way in which three battlescarred war veterans meet their
postwar problems. A middle-aged
infantry sergeant finds that it is
hard to adjust himself to the dull
routine of banks and banking, an
air force captain discovers that he
has no liking whatever for his
prewar job as a soda jerker in a
drug store, and a young sailor is
beset by the fear that the prosthetic hooks which have replaced
the hands he lost will make him
the object of morbid curiosity and
maudlin sympathy. The role of
the sailor is played with stark and
poignant realism by ex-paratrooper Harold Russell. There is no
acting, no make-believe, no hokum here. Mr. Russell merely
plays himself; for he actually lost
both hands on D-Day when a defective fuse exploded premature-
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ly. During the long months in
which he was a patient in a physiotherapy hospital this young veteran learned to use his metal
hooks with such skill and confidence that an Army rehabilitation unit made him the subject
of a movie short designed to help
and encourage other amputees.
Mere words cannot match the eloquence or the impact of the sequences in which the camera
shows the articulate manner in
which Mr. Russell uses his hooks.
And in Mr. Russell and the thousands who suffered a like mutilation we see only one very small
fraction of the appalling cost of
war!
The script for The Best Years
of Our Lives was written by Robert E. Sherwood from MacKinlay
Kantor's novel Glory for Me.
Three and one-half years' service
in the U. S. Air Forces invests Mr.
Wyler's masterful direction with
the same stamp of authenticity
which made The Memphis Belle
an outstanding film. Mr. Wyler
would probably justify the drinking sequences in The Best Years
of Our Lives on the ground that
they are an integral part of the
plot. Adult audiences will unquestionably evaluate these scenes
properly. But what about children and adolescents?
The Razor's Edge (2oth CenturyFox, Edmund Goulding) is even
less impressive on the screen than
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it was in book form. The weaknesses of Somerset Maugham's
shallow and pretentious pseudophilosophical novel stand out in
pitiless black and white in Darryl E. Zanuck's seven-milliondollar flop. Hordes of extras and
a cast comprised of screendom's
elite wend their garrulous and
futile way through and across sets
which range all the way from
the overdressed Chicago mansions
and country clubs of the turbulent 192o's to a pathetically phony
Yogi mountain-top retreat in faroff India. With the exception of
Elsa Lanchester's expert portrayal
of a small comedy bit the acting is
sluggish and superficial.
In Humoresque (Warners, Jean
Negulesco) we have an up-to-date
remake of Fannie Hurst's teardrenched novel of mother love
and budding genius. The characters and the incidents have been
retained in this new movie version; but the story has been slanted to support Joan Crawford in
the role of the neurotic society
woman who falls in love with a
struggling young violinist. I have
great admiration for Miss Crawford's ability; but I must confess
that Humoresque seems to me to
be maudlin and morbid. The
film's only claim to distinction is
the imperishable musiC of Bizet,
Tschaikovsky, and Mendelssohn,
which is brilliantly presented by

pianist Oscar Levant, violinist
Isaac Stern, and a symphony orchestra off stage. Mr. Stern "plays
the compositions ostensibly performed by hero John Garfield.
The witty and irrepressible Levant simply portrays Levant with
his customary nonchalance.
Temptation (Universal, Irving
Pickel) co-stars Merle Oberon and
George Brent in a lavish version
of Robert Hichens' archaic novel
Bella Donna. This is the fourth
time Mr. Hichens' sordid tale of a
mercenary and unprincipled
woman has been made into a motion picture. Just four times too
often, if you ask me I Dare we
hope that this will be a last appearance? This picture is not for
children.
The Magnificent Doll (Universal, Frank Borzage) gives Ginger Rogers ample opportunity ( 1)
to wear stunning period costumes
and (2) to indulge in seemingly
endless sophomoric orations. But
let no one accept this highly perfumed bit of fluff as an honest att'empt to re-create an important
period in our early history. This
is strictly a la Hollywood. The
continued distortion of historical
facts in motion pictures is stupid
and reprehensible.
A prologue by Lewis E. Lawes,
former warden of Sing Sing Prison, leads one to expect San Quentin (RKO-Radio, Gordon M.
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Douglass) to be a much better pic- son brought it to Broadway in
ture than it really is. In spite of 1944. Translating it to the silver
vague social implications this is, screen hasn't improved it. On
for the most part, just another their tenth wedding anniversary
the hero and the heroine of this
brutal gangster film.
Incidental variety turns save trite and cliche-packed piece disThe TimeJ the Place and the Girl cover that they ar.e bored with
(Warners, David Butler) from be- each other. In less time than it
ing a hopelessly dull re-issue of takes to say Jack Robinson their
a mildewed story which should boredom is communicated to the
have been buried when it appear- audience.
ed twenty-five years ago.
Sinbad the Sailor (RKO-Radio,
Take the beautiful widow of Stephen Ames) is a gay and gaudy
a dishonest banker who killed tale full of technicolor magnifhimself when his shortages were icence and swashbuckling heroics
discovered, a handsome suitor for . done in the tradition of Douglas
the hand of the beautiful widow, Fairbanks, Sr. The title role is
and the widow's fiendish brat-a played by Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.
stepdaughter who moons and with zest and exuberance reminisgroans and broods over her fath- cent of his famous father.
er's memory-and what have you?
Take heed and stay away from
Why, it is The Secret Heart (M- Cross My Heart (Paramount) and
G-M, Robert Z. Leonard). This The Beast With Five Fingers
is a sickening dose of undiluted (Warners, Robert Flory). The first
treacle.
is a tawdry tale built around the
The Perfect Marriage (Para- antics of an incurable liar, and
mount, Lewis Allen) wasn't much the latter is a grisly horror movie
of a play when Samson Raphael- which is in shockingly bad taste.

observance is noteA CENTENNIAL
worthy in any event. When it

months appeared on American
bookshelves, THE CRESSET again
offers its semi-annual "Check List
of Books."

marks a century of remarkable
growth on the part of a Christian
church body, it is particularly sig~
nificant. When it signifies an unGuest reviewers
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In order to offer our readers an
appraisal of the relative merits of
the books which have in recent

Verse in this issue is contributed by Laura Roschke of St. Louis,
Mo.
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